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The phonological essentials of Edolo, a Papuan language spoken by about 1,300 
people of the Southern Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea.  Edolo has five oral 
vowel phonemes and five nasal vowel phonemes with extensive spreading of nasalization.  
Of its ten consonant phonemes, the most frequent, the alveolar lateral flap //, has five 
allophones. 
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List of Abbreviations 
+ morpheme break 
# word break 
. syllable break 
[+/- F] presence or absence of distinctive feature1 
1 first person 
2 second person 
3 third person 
ASP aspect 
atr advanced tongue root 
BEN benefactive 
bk back 
CAUS cause 
CMPLV completive 
COMIT comitative (together with) 
COMP complementizer 
cont continuant 
DESID desiderative (want) 
dl dual 
ERG ergative 
EVID evidential 
FUT future 
hi high 
HORT hortative 
IMP imperative 
IMPFV imperfective 
INSTR instrumental 
INTENT intentive 
INTNS intensifier 
IRR irrealis 
ITER iterative 
latl lateral 
lo low 
LOC locative 
NEG negative 
NOM nominalizer 
PERF perfective 
pl plural 
PL plural subject agreement 
PRES present 
PROH prohibitive 
SEQ sequential 
sg singular 
SIM simultaneous 
vc voice 
WI word-initial 
YNQ yes-no question marker 

                                                            
1  See Appendix § 7.1, Distinctive features, for a complete list of features and their abbreviations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Layout of paper 
The list of abbreviations given at the beginning consists mostly of grammatical glosses for exemplified 

morphology. 

The introduction includes information about the language group, a description of the corpus, and gives 
reference to other work that has been done in the language and culture.  The main body of the paper is given 
under General Overview where first a discussion of phones and phonemes gives work charts of all phones, a 
description in traditional terminology, an analysis of allophonic variation, distribution of VV sequences, and 
contrasts of similar phonemes followed by a summary of the phonemes and graphemes.  The second division 
under General Overview gives a brief discussion of suprasegmentals and the third addresses loanwords. 

The next section examines the morphophonemics evidenced in Edolo and proposes phonological rules to 
account for the variations.  The section on syllables gives a summary of syllable structure and a discussion of 
diphthongs and of semi-vowels.  A section is then included on nasal spreading followed by the conclusion of the 
paper. 

Appendices include distinctive feature tables of all phones, CV and VC co-occurrence tables, and a 
summary of the phonological rules and their orderings. 

1.2 Areas of interest 
The Edolo language has five vowels, /i   o u/, with phonemic nasalized counterparts to each of the oral 

vowels.  The ten vowel inventory matches in number the ten consonant inventory, /p t k f s h m  j w/.  The 
most significant allophonic variation in the consonants is in the several allophones of the lateral segment / / 
which is primarily an alveolar lateral flap, but may also surface nasalized, retroflexed, or fronted, and, word-
initially, as the alveolar nasal stop, [n]. 

Nasal spreading is fairly pervasive in Edolo.  Nasalization spreads, primarily progressively, from nasalized 
vowels and nasal consonants.  Determining the extent of spreading and attempting to preserve morpheme shape 
by not marking the spreading provide some interesting challenges. 

The interpretation of vowel sequences, long vowels and semi-vowels can be difficult, particularly since the 
mid front vowel, //, in addition to the high vowels, seems at times to become [-syllabic]. 

1.3 Language information 
Edolo is a Papuan language spoken by about 1,300 people in the Southern Highlands and Western 

Provinces of Papua New Guinea (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).  It is a Papuan language of the Trans-New Guinea 
Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, a member of the Bosavi family of languages (Wurm 1982:132,  

 
Figure 1.  National map 
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136)2.  There are two dialects of Edolo, Eastern and Western, with the primary phonological distinction being 
that the Western dialect has an alveolar nasal stop phoneme, /n/, which the Eastern dialect does not.  In this 
paper I consider only the Eastern dialect and use the term 'Edolo' hereafter to mean 'Eastern dialect of Edolo' 
except where specifically stated otherwise. 

 
Figure 2.  Provincial map 

1.4 Corpus description 
The analysis herein is based on a corpus that was gathered during the period from 1990 to 1997 living in 

Papua New Guinea, approximately three years of which was spent in the Edolo village of Aya.  In December of 
1996 we moved to the village of Emelefo where our work continues at present. 

The corpus of data upon which this analysis is based consists of three parts.  The first is a text database 
consisting of thirty-three interlinearized texts of various genres.  Their lengths vary from three sentences to one 
hundred and four sentences.  There are a total of 993 sentences in 33 texts, most of the sentences consisting of 
several clauses each.  Also recorded in the text database are 253 elicited sentences, most consisting of only one 
clause each, and 38 non-elicited sentences, that is, sentences heard in normal conversation.  The elicited 
sentences were gathered by a number of different means in the process of language learning; some through 
translation, but most through interaction and observation in the vernacular.  Some of the texts are transcribed 
from audio tape recordings and some were collected in written form.  Some of the texts are correspondence that 
I have received. 

The second part of the corpus is Scripture portions that have been translated into Edolo.  These include the 
book of Ruth, two chapters of Luke’s Gospel, the entire Gospel of Mark, and the epistles of John. 

The third part of the corpus consists of the lexicon and some paradigms.  The lexicon has been compiled 
from language learning activities, the interlinearized text database, and analysis of the Scripture database.  The 
main lexicon, consisting of individual root morphemes, contains 1,490 entries.  In addition, there is a suffix 
lexicon with 96 entries, a prefix lexicon of four entries, and an infix lexicon of two entries.  Homophonous 
morphemes are counted as separate entries in the lexicon and are counted separately in the totals given here.  In 
addition, there is a lexicon of 140 proper nouns,  containing the names of people and places. 

Most of my language learning has been done through informal interaction in day to day life with the Edolo 
people rather than regular structured language learning sessions.  Duluba Ibo has, nevertheless, been my main 
language helper in both formal and informal settings.  In addition to Duluba, Ilawi Amosa has been helpful in 
language learning, as have countless others, although to lesser degrees.  Language learning, in the initial stages, 
was carried out using Tok Pisin (Melanesian Pidgin).  Tok Pisin is not widely spoken among the Edolo.  A 
couple of years into our time of fieldwork, in September 1992, I changed my approach to language learning.  I 
stopped using Pidgin and asked the Edolo people not to use it in speaking with me.  They responded well to my 
request, and the latter part of our fieldwork has been done largely monolingually. 

                                                            
2 Although Wurm claims that Etoro (his spelling) is a dialect of Beami, the author agrees with Purnell (1988:5) in 

recognizing them as distinct languages.  Purnell (ibid) states a 38% cognate percentage.  Shaw (1986:53) lists 67% “shared 
basic vocabulary.”  Both of these figures are in the range that lend support to the recognition of Edolo as a distinct 
language.  
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1.5 References to other works 
A sociolinguistic survey was conducted in 1988 by Andy Barlow and Greg Purnell of the Summer Institute 

of Linguistics (Purnell 1988)3.  Work was also done in 1989 by Murray and Joan Rule, linguists with Asia 
Pacific Christian Mission4.  The Rules' unpublished work included a brief statement of the phonology, a pro-
posed orthography and about a page and a half on the grammar.  Their analysis was based on one week of data 
gathering with six Edolo men: Efala Babe, Sogola Sabaia, Hamaga Sabaia, Säwä5 Amosa and Haimago Biawe 
from Eastern Edolo villages, and Siale Yabua from Dodomona, a Western Edolo village.  My language learning 
and analysis subsequent to the work done by the Rules have shown their work to be quite accurate and much of 
it is reflected here.  The present author has also written an unpublished MA thesis, Aspects of Edolo Grammar 
(Gossner 1994), and the unpublished phonology papers, Organized Phonology Data, (1992), An Underspecified 
Edolo Inventory (1993a) and What Goes Where: Vowel Epenthesis in Edolo Loan Words (1993b). 

Anthropological fieldwork was done in the late 60's by Raymond C. Kelly as part of his Doctoral studies at 
the University of Michigan.  In addition to other publications, two books on Edolo culture were published by Dr. 
Kelly (Kelly 1977, 1993).6  Dr. Kelly, along with his wife, lived with basically the same village group that we 
did until the end of 1996.  Kelly's wife, Mary Pfender, "transcribed and translated several hundred pages of 
myths and stories" (Kelly 1977:xiv).  Although I did get a brief look at some of her materials, they were not 
available for analysis.  In 1979-80 Peter Dwyer lived in the Edolo village of Bobole and did ethnozoological 
field research that has resulted in several publications including Dwyer 1983.  I do not know whether Dwyer did 
any linguistic work other than that incidental to his main area of research.7 

2. GENERAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 Phones and phonemes 
In this section I introduce the phones of the Edolo language, posit the phonemes and give the appropriate 

justification, i.e. explanation of allophones, description, distribution and contrasts. 

2.1.1 Work charts 
Table 1.--Edolo consonant phones 

 Bil Lden Dent Alv PsAl Retr Pala Velr Uvlr Pha Glot 

Plos p   b   t  d    k       

Nasal m   n        

LatFl         8      

Fric  f   v  s       h 

Appr       j     

  w (voiced labiovelar approximant)  (nasalized alveolar lateral flap) 
Grouped phones indicate allophones of one phoneme. 

                                                            
3 Purnell uses the spelling Etoro. 
4 Now Pioneers. 
5 Using the Edolo orthography, the dieresis marks nasalization. 
6 Kelly uses the spelling Etoro. 
7 Dwyer uses the spelling Etolo. 
8  This character for retroflexed approximant is substituted here and throughout for the taller retroflexed lateral flap 

character because of unavailability of the latter in the font in use. 
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Table 2.--Edolo vowel phones 

 Front 

Unr     Rd 

Central 

Unr     Rd 

Back 

Unr     Rd 

Close i  i  u  u 

Close-mid ee  ee  o  o 

Open-mid        

Open      

Grouped phones indicate allophones of one phoneme. 

2.1.2 Description 
I give here a listing of Edolo phonemes.  The list consists of a preliminary decision regarding the 

underlying phoneme, the allophones, and a prose description using traditional descriptive terminology.  This is 
followed by four examples of each phoneme.  For a description of the phones using distinctive features see 
Appendix § 7.1.  For a discussion of the allophonic variation seen in examples here see § 2.1.3 below. 

2.1.2.1 Consonants 
Examples given for the consonants include both word-initial and word-medial examples.  Edolo consonants 

do not occur either word-finally or syllable-finally.  See § 4 for a discussion of syllable structure. 

2.1.2.1.1 Obstruents 
/p/  [p~b] bilabial plosive, alternating voiceless unaspirated and voiced 

 1) a. /pi/ [’pi] ‘thumb/five’ 
b. /p/ [’p] ‘cheek/thirteen’ 
c. /pipi/ [’pibi] ‘pig house’ 
d. /ppo/ [’bbo] ‘his/her uncle’ 

/t/  [t~d] fronted alveolar plosive, alternating voiceless unaspirated and voiced 
 2) a. /ti/ [’ti] ‘you sg’ 

b. /t/9 [’ti] ‘bamboo knife’ 
c. /toto/ [’toto] ‘breast/milk’ 
d. /utkt/ [ud’de] ‘bat’ 

/k/  [k~] velar plosive, alternating voiceless unaspirated and voiced 
 3) a. /k/ [’ke] ‘song’ 

b. /ko/ [’ko] ‘this’ 
c. /k/ [’e] ‘little finger/one’ 
d. /tkom/ [’tom] ‘crab’ 

/f/  [f] voiceless labiodental fricative 
 4) a. /f/ [’f] ‘illicit’ 

b. /fi/ [’fi] ‘clan’ 
c. /pkifufu/ [’pi’fufu] ‘floor joist’ 
d. /otf/ [o’df] ‘midsection’ 

/s/  [s] voiceless grooved alveolar fricative 
 5) a. /si/ [’si] ‘eye’ 

b. /s/ [’se] ‘cicada’ 
c. /sosoko/ [’sosoo] ‘family’ 
d. /wsisom/ [’wsi’some] ‘black ant’ 

                                                            
9 The extent of phonemic nasalization on words such as this will be addressed in § 5 Nasal spreading. 
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/h/  [h] voiceless glottal fricative 
 6) a. /h/ [’h] ‘therefore’ 

b. /hp/ [’hpe] ‘family’  
c. /kho/ [’ho] ‘red parrot’ 
d. /ohoto/ [o’hoto] ‘three’ 

2.1.2.1.2 Sonorants 
/m/ [m] voiced bilabial nasal 

 7) a. /m/ [’m] ‘or’ 
b. /mu/ [’mu] ‘sky’ 
c. /kmm/ [k’mm] ‘cockroach’ 
d. /mo/ [’mo] ‘that’ 

// [~~~~n] word-medial voiced alveolar lateral flap, with alternating retroflexion, nasalization, or 
fronting, word-initial voiced alveolar nasal10 
 8) a. // [’ne] ‘I’ 

b. /oko/ [’noo] ‘mushroom’ 
c. /pi/ [’npi] ‘cockroach’ 
d. /soo/ [’soo] ‘mole cricket’ 

/j/ [j] voiced palatal approximant 
 9) a. /jos/ [’jose] ‘morning’ 

b. /jfi/ [’jfie] ‘many’ 
c. /skjo/ [’skjo] ‘day’ 
d. /pijitu/ [pi’jidu] ‘pointer finger/four’ 

/w/ [w~~v] alternating voiced labio-velar approximant, voiced bilabial fricative, and voiced 
labiodental fricative 
 10) a. /wit/ [’wid~’id~’vid] ‘cassowary’ 

b. /wio/ [’wio] ‘now/today’ 
c. /hwio/ [’hwio~’hio~’hvio] ‘goodbye’ 
d. /kiwi/ [’iwi] ‘collar bone/twelve’ 

2.1.2.2 Vowels 
Examples given for the vowels include word-initial, word-medial, and word-final examples.  A few 

examples illustrate VV sequences.  For more complete information about VV sequences see § 2.1.4, 
Distribution of VV sequences.  For the interpretation of ambiguous sequences see § 4.1. 

2.1.2.2.1 Oral 
/i/ [i] voiced close unrounded front vowel 

 11) a. /i/ [’i] ‘tree’ 
b. /iti/ [’idi] ‘path’ 
c. /piti/ [’bidi] ‘where’ 
d. /usi/ [’nusi] ‘needle’ 

// [~e~e] voiced unrounded front vowel, alternating open-mid and close-mid, the latter both syllabic and 
non-syllabic 
 12) a. /p/ [’pe] ‘rat’ 

b. /sm/ [’sm] ‘her sister’ 
c. /ps/ [’pse] ‘tooth’ 
d. /h/ [’he] ‘bird’ 

                                                            
10 Note that the modifications of fronting and retroflexion are not indicated in phonetic forms.  For a discussion of these and 

the other alternations of /l/ see § 2.1.3.3. 
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// [] voiced open unrounded back vowel 
 13) a. /p/ [’b] ‘sibling’ 

b. /to/ [’do] ‘talk/language’ 
c. /kf/ [’kfe] ‘palm/six’ 
d. /mm/ [’mm] ‘flower’ 

/o/ [o] voiced close-mid rounded back vowel 
 14) a. /opop/ [’obob] ‘short’ 

b. /okpuo/ [o’buo] ‘wildfowl’ 
c. /pos/ [’pose] ‘sand’ 
d. /fo/ [’fo] ‘wind’ 

/u/ [u] voiced close rounded back vowel 
 15) a. /uumpi/ [uu’mbi] ‘taro’ 

b. /uti/ [’udi] ‘female’ 
c. /pu/ [’pu] ‘again’ 
d. /ufutukuu/ [ufudu’uu] ‘beetle’ 

2.1.2.2.2 Nasal 
/i/ [i] voiced nasalized close unrounded front vowel 

 16) a. /i/ [’] ‘gave’ 
b. /f/ [’f] ‘fingernail’ 
c. /himu/ [’himu] ‘nightjar (bird)’ 
d. /ki/ [’kie] ‘wildfowl’ 

// [~e~e] voiced nasalized unrounded front vowel, alternating open-mid and close-mid, the latter both 
syllabic and non-syllabic 
 17) a. // [’] ‘name’ 

b. /pi/ [’bi] ‘salt’ 
c. /kh/ [’khe] ‘ear/thirteen’  
d. /to/ [’teo] ‘cliff’ 

// [] voiced nasalized open unrounded back vowel 
 18) a. // [’] ‘yes’ 

b. /so/ [’so] ‘slime cabbage’ 
c. /mhi/ [’mhi] ‘bandicoot’ 
d. /kit/ [’kit] ‘shoulder/eleven’ 

/o/ [o] voiced nasalized close-mid rounded back vowel 
 19) a. /ot/ [’ote] ‘pitpit’ 

b. /ohoo/ [o’hoeo] ‘cuscus’ 
c. /toko/ [’too] ‘treetop’ 
d. /tko/ [’to] ‘ant’ 

/u/ [u] voiced nasalized close rounded back vowel 
 20) a. /ukuo/ [’uuo] ‘dog’ 

b. /uf/ ['’uf] ‘lastborn’ 
c. /pu/ [’pu] ‘leaf’ 
d. /tu/ [’tu] ‘scraps’ 

2.1.3 Allophonic variation 
Here we look at the allophonic variation indicated by grouping of phones in Table 1 and Table 2. 

2.1.3.1 The [w~v~] alternation 

Consider the following data illustrating the [w~v~] alternation. 
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 21) a. [’wit] [’vit] [’it] ‘cassowary’ 
b. [’wi] [’vi] [’i] ‘here’ 
c. [’w] [’ve]  ‘come here’ 
d. [’wfii] [’vfii]  ‘cripple’ 
e. [’hwio] [’hvio] [’hio] ‘goodbye’ 
f. [no’wmo] [no’vmo] [no’mo] ‘arise-PRES.IMP’ 

The examples given in (21) constitute all of the presently known examples of the alternation of these phones.  It 
can be observed that in all cases where the alternation takes place the following vowel is a front vowel.  
Additionally, it can be seen that all of them occur in stressed syllables with the exception of (e).  Now consider 
the following non-alternating forms in (22) (where letters correspond to those in (21) above) and in (23). 
 22) a.  

b. [’wi+sp] ‘burn-IMPFV’ 
c. [’w+i] ‘call-PAST’ 
d.  
e. [’mwio] ‘gourd’ 
f. [’now] ‘who’ 

 23) a. [’wme] ‘tarantula’ 
b. [’iwi] ‘collar bone/twelve’ 
c. [n’w] ‘walk around-SIM’ 
d. [’wi] ‘bee’ 
e. [i’diwi] ‘his/her daughter’ 
f. [’wi+i]11 ‘jab-PAST’ 
g. [iw’si] ‘carry-PAST’ 

A reference to Table 11, regarding CV sequences, shows that the sequence of /w/ followed by a front vowel 
occurs 23 times in the root lexicon.  Considering the six examples of the alternation in (21) it seems to occur just 
over a quarter of the time that the environment ‘/w/ front vowel’ occurs, but then in free variation.  The CV co-
occurrence table also reveals that /w/ is followed by a low vowel two-thirds of the time, in none of which does 
the /w/ alternate.  Based on these frequencies I posit /w/ as the underlying phoneme.  Given that the alternation 
does not always show up I posit the following tendency rule, with the condition understood that this rule only 
applies to a non-predictable subset of forms containing the given environment, and then optionally. 

Rule (1).  /w/ Fricativization (Fric): (Weak tendency) 

[ ]
w      

v
   /              V

                      
 b k

→
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭ −

β  

Approximant /w/, in certain cases, optionally becomes either [v] or [] preceding a front vowel. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /hwio  w who w/ 
 Fric  hwio~hio~hvio w~~v ... ... 
Surface form [hwio~hio~hvio w~~v12 who w] 
  ‘goodbye’  ‘come’ ‘sago’ ‘bee’ 

Due to the option in the structural change, Rule (1) can be regarded as a rough formalization of two collapsed 
rules.  They would not need to be ordered with respect to each other since each would bleed the structural 
description for the other.  If Rule (1) were more completely formalized using distinctive features both options 
would involve a structural change to [+cons, -son, +ant, -hi, -bk, -rd, +cont]13.  The option [w] → [v] would also 
involve the change to [+strid], while the option [w] → [] would involve the change to [+distr]. 
                                                            
11 The past tense morpheme -i actually deletes here following a high front vowel, a process which will be seen in § 3.2, Front 

vowel deletion. 
12 Vowel in surface forms is actually [e]. See § 2.1.3.4, The [~e] alternation. 
13 See Table 9.--Distinctive features of Edolo consonant phones. 
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2.1.3.2 The voicing alternation in plosives 
As a preliminary declaration the voiceless allophones of the plosives are considered to be the underlying 

phonemes in light of language universals which say that no language has only voiced stops (Hyman 1975:16).14 

Consider now the following data illustrating the [p~b], [t~d], and [k~] voicing alternations. 

 24) [’pse] ‘tooth’ [si’buu] ‘sweet potato’ 
[’pi] ‘five/thumb’ [’sib] ‘before’ 
[’pi] ‘back’ [’wibo] ‘black palm’ 
[p’hoi] ‘heal-PAST’ [wmo’bi] ‘fruit bat’ 
[’pu] ‘leaf’ [’jbu+i] ‘black-PAST’ 

 25) [’tdi] ‘bow’ [m’do] ‘jaw’ 
[’tb] ‘handle’ [’mudi] ‘termite’ 
[ti’do] ‘widow’ [o’df] ‘midsection’ 
[’tifi] ‘root’ [o’sod] ‘three/middle finger’ 
[to’fe] ‘okay’ [s’du] ‘story’ 

 26) [’ki] ‘banana’ [ho’i] ‘cooking area’ 
[’kbi] ‘ax’ [ho’o+i] ‘hunt-PAST’ 
[’kme] ‘crocodile’ [’iobe] ‘bird tail’ 
[k’soo] ‘crayfish’ [i’oo] ‘cordyline’ 
[ko’s+o] ‘dance-NOM’ [’me] ‘banana sap’ 

It might be ventured to say from the data above that plosives become voiced word-medially.  That does 
demonstrate a pattern that is seen but consider the following data. 

 27) [b’+] ‘fasten-SIM’ [bop’tob] ‘hornbill’ 
[’bobo] ‘large’ [’bop] ‘liver’ 
[’b] ‘white bluff’ [’pe] ‘rat’ 
[’bus] ‘head’ 
[b’+] ‘follow-SIM’ 

 28) [’dobi] ‘don’t!’ [o’ti] ‘forehead’ 
[’ddomo] ‘floor poles’ [o’hoto] ‘three’ 
[’dfidi] ‘first’ [s’tte] ‘long’ 
  [’toto] ‘breast’ 

 29) [’] ‘seed’ [’hk] ‘hot’ 
[i’+] ‘steam cook-SIM’ [’koki] ‘cold’ 
[’do+i] ‘gather-PAST’ [i’kumu] ‘knot’ 
[’s+i] ‘shave-PAST’ [’ske] ‘rain’ 
  [n’ske] ‘thank you’ 

It can be seen from the data in examples (27), (28), and (29) that a word-medial voicing rule will not work in 
that it will incorrectly voice some stops it should not and that it will fail to voice some word-initial stops.  Rule 
makes the claim that plosives are voiceless word-initially and are in “fluctuation” word-medially (1989:3).  It 
certainly is predominantly the case that plosives are voiceless word-initially.  An analysis of word-initial 
plosives in the root lexicon shows 71% voiceless for /p/ and /t/, and 82% voiceless for /k/.  This is an overall 
average of 75% word-initial voicelessness.  It is also the case that plosives are primarily voiced word-medially, 
in fact with even more consistency than word-initial voicelessness.  An analysis of the root lexicon again shows 
word-medial plosives 83% voiced for /p/, 78% voiced for /t/, and 93% voiced for /k/.  This is an overall average 
of 85% word-medial voicing.  The velar plosive follows the pattern most consistently.  The overall frequency of 
voiced plosives is greater than voiceless plosives.  While positing the voiceless plosives as the underlying 
phonemes is consistent with language universals, it is contrary to Greenberg’s prediction (1966:71) that the most 
frequent allophone is probably the underlying phoneme.  One begins to wonder if perhaps too much weight may 
be put on the ‘language universal’ such that the reasoning becomes a bit circular.  Nevertheless, I stick with the 

                                                            
14 The selection of the voiced graphemes <b d g> for inclusion in the orthography seems to be primarily a concession to 

other area orthographies, particularly Huli (Rule, personal communication, June 1993) which uses <b d g> for the same 
pairs of allophones as in Edolo and uses <p t k> for aspirated voiceless stops. 
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analysis as proposed.  It should be noted that voicing, where it does occur, is not to a very prominent degree.  
There are a few words in which the voicing does seem to be in free variation, e.g.  /mate/ [’mte~’mde] 
‘NEG’, and /eto/ [’to~’do] ‘what’, but for the most part I have not observed the “fluctuation” that Rule 
describes.  Rather it seems to me that plosives do not seem to vary in voicing in a given word either in isolation 
or in longer utterances.  There are no minimal pairs, however, and the orthography seems to function quite well 
for both reading and writing with just one set of stop graphemes.  At least two possibilities for the apparent 
irregularities suggest themselves.  One would be the existence of two sets of phonemic plosives but it is felt by 
this analyst that this is not the case.  The second would be the need for adjustment in this English speaking 
phonetician’s ear.  This possibility is less easily discounted.  I believe there is a pattern to voicing of plosives, 
but it has so far proven elusive in spite of considering vowel quality, nasality, stress, and position in the word.  
This is an area needing further analysis but for the present I posit another tendency rule. 

Rule (2).  Stop voicing (Voic): (Tendency) 

[ ]
[ ]

C vc
cont

→ +
−

/  

Voiceless plosives /p t k/ tend to become  [b d g]. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /p tik+h toto kk/ 
 Voic  b tih ...  
Surface form [b tih toto ] 
  ‘sibling’ ‘fall-ASP1’ ‘breast/milk’ ‘seed’ 

Rule (2) could be written as two separate rules.  One would have a word-initial environment, # _, and be a weak 
tendency rule.  The other would have an postvocalic environment, V _, and be a strong tendency rule.  The 
structural description for Rule (2) could include the feature [-vc] to restrict its application from the sonorant 
consonants.  It can be seen, however, that the rule would only apply vacuously in these instances since those 
segments are already [+vc].  Hence the further specification is unnecessary.  Rule (1) and Rule (2) are not 
crucially ordered with respect to each other. 

2.1.3.3 The [~~~~n]15 alternation 

I begin here with the assumption that /l/ is the underlying phoneme (an alveolar lateral flap []), which, 
incidentally, previous studies have indicated to be the most frequent consonant and second most frequent 
phoneme (Gossner 1994:18).  I examine first the [~n] alternation, setting aside the modifications of 
retroflexion, nasalization, and fronting for later.  Consider the following data. 
 30) a. /bu/ [’nbu] ‘ten/upper arm’ 

b. // [’ne] ‘1 sg’ 
c. /po/ [’npo] ‘something’ 
d. /ui/ [’nui] ‘hole’ 
e. // [’e] ‘3 dl ’ 
f. /ioop/ [i’oop] ‘bush’ 

The alternation here is straightforward, based on position within the word, such that the following obligatory 
rule can be posited. 

                                                            
15  This character for retroflexed approximant is substituted here and throughout for the taller retroflexed lateral flap 

character because of unavailability of the latter in the font in use. 
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Rule (3).  Word-initial /l/ (WI/l/): (Obligatory) 

[ ] / #+ →
−
+
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥latl

latl
nas  

Word-initial // becomes  [n]. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /imi i usu/ 
 WI/l/  nimi ni nusu 
Surface form [nimi ni nusu] 
  ‘rim’ ‘beside’ ‘mosquito’  

The process of reduplication (see § 3.6) provides an interesting corroboration of the relationship of these 
two allophones.  Reduplication involves copying the first CV of a verb root, marking extended or habitual 
aspect.  Consider example (31). 
 31) a. /+i/ [n’i] ‘put-PAST’ 

b. /++i/ [n’i] ‘DUP-put-PAST (possessions)’ 

The repetition of the /le/, which surfaces as [n] in the unreduplicated form, yields [n] only in the word-initial 
CV of the reduplicated form.  This also indicates an interaction between the process of reduplication and the 
application of this phonological rule. 

I turn now to the alternation [~], that is, nasalization of the lateral flap.  Some of the alternation involving 
nasalization of this phoneme is morphophonemic, for which see § 5, Nasal spreading.  Consider the following 
data. 
 32) a. /i/ [’] ‘2 dl’ 

b. /i/ [’] ‘1 dl’ 
c. /i/ [’] ‘tongue’ 
d. /too/ [’too] ‘man’ 
e. /h/ [’h] ‘hair/feather’ 
f. /kiu/ [’kiu] ‘dead leaf’ 
g. /f/ [’fe] ‘biting fly’ 
h. /o/ [’o] ‘another’ 

While it seems fairly certain that nasalization spreads progressively across morpheme boundaries (see § 5), it is 
difficult in these monomorphemic words in (32) to be certain where the nasalization is underlying in a /VV/ 
sequence.  It does seem to be the case that there are such sequences where the second vowel is nasalized and not 
the first, but the reverse is not attested.  If we accept the phonemic forms given in (32) we can posit an 
obligatory rule of regressive nasal spreading as follows. 

Rule (4).  Regressive /l/ nasalization (/l/Nas): (Obligatory) 

[ ][ ] /
[ ]

+ → +
+

latl nas V
nas

 

The lateral // becomes nasalized before a nasalized vowel. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /too o kiu/ 
 /l/ Nas  too o kiu 
Surface form [too o kiu] 
  ‘man’ ‘another’ ‘dead leaf’ 
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Rule (4) is not crucially ordered with respect to Rule (1) and Rule (2) which apply to different segments.  Rule 
(3), however, has the same structural description as Rule (4).  An ordering of Rule (3) before Rule (4) would 
properly bleed Rule (4).  In a reverse ordering, Rule (4) would nasalize the lateral segment but the output would 
still undergo Rule (3), changing the now nasalized lateral into a word-initial [n].  So, while an ordering of Rule 
(3) before Rule (4) seems logical, it is not crucial. 

Turning now to the last allophones of //, I consider here the [~~] alternations, those involving the 
fronting or the retroflexion of //.  It proves to be fairly difficult to state definitively the conditions of these 
alternations and I limit myself to some selected data and positing a pair of tendency rules.  Consider the 
following. 
 33) a. /m/ [’m] ‘custom’ 

b. /di+/ [di’] ‘fall-SIM’ 
c. /f+i/ [f’i] ‘dry-PAST’ 

 34) a. /tii/ [’tii] ‘2 pl’ 
b. /jfiik/ [jfi’ik] ‘cuscus’ 
c. /tpiiti/ [tpi’idi] ‘giant rat’ 

 35) a. /kob+mo/ [kob’mo] ‘cook-FUT.IMP’ 
b. /tomo/ [do’mo] ‘body’ 
c. /fpo/ [’fbo] ‘bean’ 

Rule (1989:5-6) states that the alternations here are affected by the following vocalic environment, with // 
being fronted before front vowels, /i/ and //, and retroflexed before back rounded vowels, /u/ and /o/.  It may 
have been noted by the reader that each set of examples above gives an identical vocalic environment for the 
given allophone.  I have chosen in each instance the environment in which the given allophone appears most 
consistently.  In my observations the pattern is indeed as Rule has claimed but I do not find complete 
consistency.  Stress does not seem to be a factor but it may be that there is some interaction with the preceding 
vocalic environment, in addition to the following vocalic environment.  I posit the two following rules as 
tendency rules. 

Rule (5). /l/ Fronting (/l/Front): (Tendency) 

[ ][ ] /
[ ]

+ → −
−

latl distr V V
bk

 

Intervocallically, the lateral // becomes fronted when the following vowel is a front vowel. 

Rule (6). /l/ Retroflexion (/l/Retr): (Tendency) 

[ ] /
[ ]

+ →
−
−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

+

latl
ant
distr V V

rd
 

Intervocallically, the lateral // becomes retroflexed when the following vowel is a round vowel. 

The feature [distributed] has been suggested in the literature as distinguishing fronting and retroflexion in 
alveolar stops (Durand 1990:50, 66).  I consider this to be pertinent, the fronted and retroflexed allophones of 
//being pronounced more with the tip of the tongue than the [], and apply to it here. 

Rule (5) and Rule (6), as written, are not crucially ordered with respect to each other or to any previous 
rule.  The preceding vowel environment is included in Rule (5) and Rule (6) to eliminate the need for a crucial 
ordering after Rule (3), which changes word-initial [] to [n].  To allow either to apply to a segment to which 
Rule (3) would later apply would result in a fronted or retroflexed [n]. 

The careful reader may have observed that examples (33) through (35) involve only oral vowels.  The 
interaction of the nasalization of Rule (4) with Rule (5) and Rule (6) can perhaps best be summarized by the 
following quote from Rule (1989:6) regarding the nasalization of //. 
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Although the flap is still present, the nasalisation predominates and the fronting and 
retroflexing according to the nature of the following vowel is not so evident. 

In light of this observation I ignore the application of Rule (5) and Rule (6) in those derivations where Rule (4) 
has applied. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /m pitii tii who fo/ 
 /l/Front  ... pitii tii ... ... 
 /l/Retr  ... ... ... who fo 
Surface form [m pitii tii who fo] 
  ‘custom’ ‘clouds’ ‘2 pl’ ‘sago’ ‘dish’ 

2.1.3.4 The [~e] alternation16 

Consider now the following data illustrating the [~e] and [~e] vowel height alternation. 
 36) a. /sk/ [’ske] ‘rain’ 

b. /bd/ [’bd] ‘PRO.WORD’ 
c. /fd/ [n’fte] ‘bad’ 
d. /s/ [’se] ‘cicada’ 
e. /sk/ [’ske] ‘eight/forearm’ 
f. /tof/ [to’fe] ‘okay’ 
g. /o/ [’eo] ‘his younger brother’ 
h. /mmo+s/ [mme’os] ‘stretch-ASP1’ 

The alternation seems to be a straightforward strengthening of [] to [e] word-finally in the first five forms, (a-
e), given in (36).  In the last three, (f-h), the same strengthening is seen before a non-high back vowel.  Note, 
however, that the sequence /u/ is unattested, such that the claim can be made that this process will occur before 
any back vowel.  It is difficult, to my ear, to be certain about the vowel height of the initial segment in an /i/ 
sequence.  In a geminate // sequence, however, there is no strengthening so no claim is made for this process 
to occur before front vowels.  The [] is taken to be the underlying phoneme because of its frequency and its 
appearance in less restricted environments.  The following obligatory rule can then be posited by application to 
the feature [atr] (advanced tongue root). 

Rule (7).  Mid front vowel fortition ( MFVFort): (Obligatory) 

V
bk atr V

bk
[ ] [ ] /

#

[ ]
−

→ +
+

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

 

An // becomes [+atr] (advanced tongue root) word-finally or before a back vowel. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /mt sk tti/ 
 Voic  ... ... ddi 
 MFVFort  mte ske dedi 
Surface form [mte ske dedi] 
  ‘NEG’ ‘eight/forearm’ ‘afternoon’ 

Rule (7) could also be formalized using the feature [tense].  Giving the structural description simply as a front 
vowel allows this rule to apply to /i/ also but it can be seen that it will apply vacuously since /i/ is already [+atr] 
(and [+tense]). 

All the rules to this point are fairly unrelated and Rule (7) is not considered to be crucially ordered with 
respect to any previous rules.  With respect to ordering, however, consider the following. 

                                                            
16 For a discussion of the [~e] alternation see § 4.4.3, Other non-syllabic vowels. 
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 37)    +f  
a. /jos/ [’jose] [’jos+f] ‘morning-INTNS’ 
b. /ft/ [n’fte] [n’ft+f] ‘bad-INTNS’ 
c. /mt/ [’mte] [’mt+f] ‘NEG-INTNS’ 

It can be seen in example (37) that the attachment of suffixes bleeds the application of Rule (7) indicating either 
that this rule applies after suffixation or that it is re-applied at various stages in the derivation. 

2.1.4 Distribution of VV sequences 
Consonant clusters do not occur in Edolo so only vowel co-occurrence data are given.  For CV and VC co-

occurrence data see Table 11 and Table 12 in Appendix § 7.2. 

Table 3.--Tautosyllabic oral VV sequences (orthographic) 

 i u e o a 
i dii.fi     
 ‘rib’     
u gui    gua 
 ‘here’    ‘here’ 
e ma.lei  ee.do   
 ‘many’  ‘father’   
o mi.di.foi fo.gou.sa  e.doo hoa 
 ‘bonds’ ‘rumble’  ‘brother’ ‘exclamation’ 

a sai gau wae dao saa.lo 
 ‘frog’ ‘hill’ ‘surprise!’ ‘dust’ ‘frog’ 

 

Table 4.--Tautosyllabic nasal VV sequences (orthographic) 

 ï ü ë ö ä 
ï dïï    ïä 
 cried’    ‘give’ 
ü hüï    güä 
 ‘cambium’    ‘chalk’ 
ë ëï     
 ‘name’     
ö föï     
 ‘necklace’     
ä äï bäü  säo.säo.la  
 ‘fish’ leaf  ‘perplexing’  

Tautosyllabic VV sequences combining oral and nasal vowels are neither attested in the corpus nor posited 
except as underlying forms across morpheme boundaries. 

For a discussion of the unexpected tautosyllabic sequences consisting of a [-low] vowel followed by a 
[+low] vowel, e.g.  gua ‘here’,  see § 4.3, Labialization. 
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Table 5.--Heterosyllabic oral VV sequences (orthographic) 

 i u e o a 
i   ya.fi.e ma.wi.o au.gi.a 
   ‘many’ ‘gourd’ ‘wing’ 
u     su.gu.a 
     ‘pig’ 
e    me.me.o.sa fe.a 
    ‘stretch’ ‘under’ 
o     e.so.a 
     ‘midday’ 
a      
      

Table 6.--Heterosyllabic nasal VV sequences (orthographic) 

 ï ü ë ö ä 
ï   gï.ë gä.sï.ö.fëi ï.lï.ä.wäï 
   ‘wild fowl’ ‘slippery’ ‘unable’ 
ü   a.bü.ë  sü.ä.gï.sa 
   ‘clay’  ‘near’ 
ë    fë.ö ä.bë.ä 
    ‘mat’ ‘string loop’
ö     sö.ä 
     ‘flame’ 
ä      
      

Heterosyllabic VV sequences of nasal vowel-oral vowel are neither attested in the corpus nor posited except 
as underlying forms across morpheme boundaries.  Heterosyllabic VV sequences of oral vowel-nasal vowel are 
attested in a few forms such as the following: 
 38) a. /opk+i/ [o.be.’.i] ‘rejoice-PAST’ 

b. /ffti/ [f.fe.’.ti] ‘left(hand)’ 

The exact onset of nasalization has not been definitively determined in words like those exemplified here.  It can 
be noted in these examples that there is a difference in stress of the two vowels in the sequence as well. 

There are fairly frequent VVV sequences where the second vowel appears to become [-syllabic].  For a 
discussion of sequences of three or more vowels see § 4.4 Semi-vowels and other non-syllabic vowels. 

2.1.5 Contrasts 

2.1.5.1 Contrast of vowels 
Vowel contrasts are here illustrated in minimal or analogous environments. 

Word-initial 
 39)  /’ii/ ‘3 pl’ /’+o/ ‘give-NOM’ 

 /u’u+/ ‘horizontal-SIM’ /’u+o/ ‘airplane (u sound-NOM)’ 
 /’/ ‘3 dl’ /’+o/ ‘mosquito ( sound-NOM)’ 
 /o’o+i/ ‘sick-PAST’ /’o/ ‘palm heart’ 
 /’o/ ‘wall’ /’p/ ‘tibia/fibula’ 
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Word-medial 
 40)  /’tii/ ‘2 pl’ /’t/ ‘bamboo knife’ 

 /’tuu/ ‘head’ /’fuu/ ‘broom’ 
 /’m/ ‘yellow pandanus’ /’/ ‘cicada 
 /’koo/ ‘thorny vine’ /’too/ ‘male’ 
 /’m/ ‘custom’ /’t/ ‘trap fence’ 

Word-final 
 41)  /’/ ‘2 dl’ /’/ ‘1 dl’ 

 /’suu/ ‘Job’s tears’ /’ku/ ‘dry leaf’ 
 /mo’k/ ‘dew’ /’k/ ‘fog’ 
 /k’soo/ ‘crayfish’ /’sotoo/ ‘island’ 
 /’pk/ ‘white bluff’ /f’t/ ‘clearly’ 

The following are Edolo words consisting of a single vowel. 
 42) a. /’i/ ‘tree’ 

b. /’/ ‘3 sg’ 
c. /’o/ ‘okay’ 
d. /’+i/17 ‘give-PAST’  
e. /’/ ‘yes’ 

2.1.5.2 Contrast of consonants 
Consonant contrasts are here illustrated in minimal or analogous environments for related sets of phonemes. 

Labial- /p/ /m/ /w/ 
 43)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’p+/ ‘fasten-SIM’ /’tp/ ‘handle’ 
 /’m/ ‘custom’ /’tmo/ ‘section’ 
 /’w/ ‘grub’ /’tw/ ‘know’ 
 /’pi+t/ ‘five/thumb-TOPIC’ /’p+/ ‘chop-SIM’ 
 /’mi+t/ ‘reason-TOPIC’ /’m+/ ‘pro.verb-SIM’ 
 /’wit/ ‘cassowary’ /’w+/ ‘explain-SIM’ 

Alveolar- /t/ /l/ (word-initial [n]~word-medial []) /s/ 
 44)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’toko/ ‘heart’ /’iti/ ‘path’ 
 /’oko/ ‘mushroom’ /’ii/ ‘3 pl’ 
 /’soko/ ‘tobacco’ /’isi/ ‘mud’ 
 /’tuu/ ‘head’ /’ktoko/ ‘up there’ 
 /’uo/ ‘fire’ /’koko/ ‘over there’ 
 /’su+o/ ‘be (sit)-PAST’ /’ksoko/ ‘around there’ 

Plosives- /p/ /t/ /k/ 
 45)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’pi/ ‘thumb/five’ /i’pi/ ‘his/her aunt’ 
 /’ti/ ‘2 sg’ /i’ti/ ‘his wife’ 
 /’ki/ ‘leafless’ /i’ki+/ ‘stone-INSTR’ 
 /’pu/ ‘quill’ /’p/ ‘ask’ 
 /’tu/ ‘peace’ /’++t/ ‘1 sg-ERG-TOPIC’ 
 /’ku/ ‘unripe’ /’k/ ‘dirt’ 

Nasals- /m/ /l/ (word-initial allophone [n]) 
 46)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’m/ ‘or’ /’mm/ ‘flower’ 
 /’+/ ‘1 sg-ERG’ /’m/ ‘custom’ 
 /’m+sp/ ‘come-IMPFV’ /ko’p+mo/ ‘cook-PRES.IMP’ 
 /’+sp/ ‘eat-IMPFV’ /ko’p+o/ ‘cook-IRR’ 

                                                            
17 Phonetic form []. See § 3.2, Front vowel deletion. 
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Fricatives- /f/ /s/ /h/ 
 47)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’fi/ ‘coconut’ /tu’fu+/ ‘worry-SIM’ 
 /’s+i/ ‘say-PAST’ /tu’huu/ ‘ocean’ 
 /’hi+i/ ‘fill-PAST’ /tu’su+/ ‘disperse-SIM’ 
 /fo’ko+i/ ‘tremble-PAST’ /’fi/ ‘mouth’ 
 /so’ko+i/ ‘share-PAST’ /’hi+i/ ‘wet-PAST’ 
 /ho’ko+i/ ‘hunt for-PAST’ /’siki+i / ‘wrap-PAST’ 

Approximants- /j/ /w/ 
 48)  word-initial  word-medial 

 /’jfi/ ‘many’ /’jo/ ‘thorn’ 
 /’wfi/ ‘false’ /’wi/ ‘bee’ 
 /’jpu+i/ ‘black-PAST’ /’jj/ ‘his/her grandmother’
 /’wpu/ ‘he said’ /’wm/ ‘tarantula’ 
 

2.1.6 Summary: the phonemes 
The phonemes of the Edolo language with the corresponding graphemes currently in use in the trial 

orthography can now be summarized as follows: 
 /  p t   f k h i i    m o o s u u w j/ 

<a ä b d e ë f g h i ï l n m o ö s u ü w y> 
<A Ä B D E Ë F G H I Ï   N M O Ö S U Ü W Y> 

2.2 Suprasegmentals 
2.2.1 Tone and length 

Tone has not been observed to be present as a phonological feature in Edolo.  As an anecdotal comment, I 
had a language helper tell me one day about a tone pair in Huli, a neighboring language.  Two of their personal 
pronouns are distinguished only by tone, which he found remarkable.  When I asked him if Edolo had any such 
words he responded negatively. 

Length has not been observed to be significant in Edolo consonants.  Length in vowels is significant, 
however.  Long vowels exist lexically, which are analyzed as geminate sequences (see § 4.2, Diphthongs), and 
are also created by rule (see § 3.3, Gemination).  In neither case have they been observed to be frequent. 

2.2.2 Stress 
Stress has not fallen into a neat pattern for this analyst to date.  Apparently I am not the first to have this 

difficulty as witness the following excerpts from Rule (1989:2) 

Stress is unpredictable... 

there is considerable fluctuation in where stress occurs in a number of words. 

a word may have the final syllable stressed...  in isolation, but when that word occurs in an 
utterance the stress will shift, generally to the first syllable. 

Nevertheless, there are some generalizations that can be made.  Let it be noted that stress does not seem to 
have a great deal of prominence.  That is, there is not a great difference between stressed and unstressed 
syllables.  No minimal stress pairs have been discovered to date.  Stress also moves in a given word with the 
addition of suffixes. 

There does seem to be a tendency for heavy syllables to attract stress.  In Edolo, heavy syllables are limited 
to CVV's where the coda may be either a diphthong or a geminate vowel.  No clear pattern for certain segments 
to attract stress has been observed, so no stress hierarchy is posited among either vowels or consonants.  The 
only observation made to date regarding affixes and stress attraction or repulsion is that the aspectual 
morphemes, -sa and -salea, in their morphophonemic variants only, -ha and -halea, seem to attract stress on the 
first syllable of the affix.  This is an area needing further research. 

In two syllable words stress nearly always occurs on the first or penultimate syllable.  This is particularly 
true of nouns.  In verbs, or nominalized verbs, it is often the case that the last syllable becomes heavy by the 
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creation of a diphthong when the past tense/nominalizing morpheme –i is added, which usually results in 
ultimate stress. 

 49) /’hp/ ‘leech’ /’too/ ‘brother’ 
/’k/ ‘one/little finger’ /s’k+i/ ‘plant-PAST (garden)’ 
/’mh/ ‘bandicoot’ /ki’+i/ ‘steam cook-PAST’ 
/’tt/ ‘bow’ /ho’ko+i/ ‘hunt for-PAST’ 

In three syllable words stress seems to vary between the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables with the 
former being slightly more common.  Examples are given in (50).  The only examples of ultimate stress in three 
syllable words are in words with a heavy final syllable as exemplified in (51). 

 50) /’tkom/ ‘crab’ /ti’to/ ‘widow’ 
/’ikop/ ‘bird tail’ /i’oko/ ‘cordyline’ 
/’sosoko/ ‘family’ /s’tu/ ‘story’ 
/’kop/ ‘arrow’ /’ft/ ‘bad’ 

 51) /wt’i/ ‘ladder’ 
/koko’si/ ‘poison frog’ 

Four syllable words also vary.  The stress is most often on the penultimate syllable but does occur on the 
antepenult and at times on the fourth from the end, that is, the initial syllable.  Initial stress is exemplified in 
(52).  Antepenultimate and penultimate stress are exemplified in (53). 

 52) /’p/ ‘watercress’ 
/’kkso/ ‘tree kangaroo’ 
/’mt+f/ ‘NEG-INTNS’ 

 53) /o’kpuo/ ‘wildfowl’ /uu’mpi/ ‘taro’ 
/ko’p+moo/ ‘cook-FUT’ /kop+’mo/ ‘cook-FUT.IMP’ 
/o’hoto/ ‘three’ /k’ho/ ‘red parrot’ 

Verbs in particular can become quite long, up to ten or twelve syllables.  In long verbs the primary stress 
seems normally to be on the antepenultimate or penultimate syllable.  In addition to the primary stress there 
appears to be a secondary stress every second or third syllable from the primary stress.  The stressed syllable 
changes as different suffixes are added to a given root.  In (54) are given a few examples of longer verbs.  These 
words are taken from the Scripture database and are just eight of the 72 different forms of the verb root hamo, 
‘do’, which appear there.  The superscripted numerals are placed before the stressed syllables, one (1) indicating 
primary stress and two (2) indicating secondary stress. 

 54) a. /h1mo+si+i / ‘do-BEN-PAST’ 
b. /h2mo+1si+/ ‘do-BEN-SIM’ 
c. /h2mo+2si+1tiki+i / ‘do-BEN-CMPLV-PAST’ 
d. /h2mo+2si+1hi/ ‘do-BEN-SEQ’ 
e. /2hmo+s2+mt+1hi/ ‘do-ASP1-PERF-SEQ’ 
f. /2hmo+s2+mt+m1o+/ ‘do-ASP1-PERF-FUT.IMP-COMP’ 
g. /2hmo+2s+m1t+mo2o+i/ ‘do-ASP1-PERF-FUT-DESID’ 
h. /2hmo+2s+m1t+mo2o+m2/ ‘do-ASP1-PERF-FUT-FOCUS’ 

2.3 Loan words 
Work done elsewhere by the author (Gossner 1993a, 1993b) examines the process of vowel epenthesis in 

adapting loanwords into Edolo phonology following the theoretical approaches of Underspecification Theory, 
specifically Radical Underspecification, and Feature Geometry.  In keeping with that approach the term Labial 
is used, only here in this discussion of loan words, to subsume both labial and round features. 

The primary vocalic restrictions in adapting loan words into Edolo are two; no closed syllables and no 
consonant clusters. 

Changes made to fit loan words into Edolo syllable structure are primarily epenthetic with some instances 
in the consonants of changes or deletions.  There is frequent /r/ deletion but it should be remembered that the 
superstrate language is Australian English where this phoneme is generally not pronounced when it occurs in 
coda position.  In some instances consonants are deleted.  Some examples are; district disiligi, frying pan 
falabani, and pumpkin babogini, two of which simplify CCC clusters.  There are also some instances where 
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consonants or vowels are changed but I focus here on the epenthetic segments and leave the changes and 
deletions without further comments except those immediately following concerning nasal stops. 

There are some instances where the loan words do not adapt completely to Edolo phonology.  There is no 
velar nasal, //, in Edolo so where the nasal segment is preserved it becomes [n] as in midini ‘meeting’ or, 
potentially, [m] as in bum the Edolo pronunciation of Pidgin bung, ‘meeting’.  A concession is evidently made 
to allow the word-medial [n] in borrowed words. 

It is posited in the works cited above that there is a language specific preferred or default vowel used for 
epenthesis.  For Edolo it is posited as /i/, or, more specifically, as a V slot which surfaces as /i/ if it does not pick 
up features from its environment. 

Consider the following representative examples of loan words, using Edolo orthography, primarily grouped 
by epenthesized vowel. 

Table 7.--Representative examples of loan words 

Edolo Tok Pisin English  Edolo Tok Pisin English 
basi  ‘bus’  babogini  ‘pumpkin’ 
beni  ‘pen’  Baibolo ‘Baibol’ ‘Bible’ 
binadi ‘pinat’ ‘peanut’  emeiefo  ‘M.A.F.’ 
malasini ‘marasin’ ‘medicine’  sobo  ‘soap’ 
midini ‘miting’ ‘meeting’  dano ‘taun’ ‘town’ 
Sidiveni  ‘Stephen’  galo  ‘car’ 
       
beledi  ‘plate’  bugu ‘buk’ ‘book’ 
    daimu ‘taim’ ‘time’ 
dalausisi ‘trausis’ ‘trousers’  ulumu  ‘room’ 
galasi ‘glas’ ‘glass’  elamu ‘lam’ ‘lamp’ 

Table 8 gives a summary of epenthesized vowels by place of epenthesis from a total of 42 borrowed words 
in the lexicon. 

Table 8.--Epenthesized vowel count by place of epenthesis 
 i e a o u 
word-initial  1   2 
word-medial 3 2 4 3 1 
word-final 17   7 6 

The predominance of epenthetic /i/ suggests that it may be the epenthetic vowel, underlying all others.  
Granted that, an attempt will be made to derive the surface manifestations of all the other vowels.  The 
following briefly sketched processes will account for most of the epenthesis presented here. 

Vowels inserted word-initially and between word-initial consonant clusters are regressively assimilated 
completely to the preceding vowel, e.g. galasi and Sidiveni (Regressive Root Node Assimilation). 

Vowels inserted between word-medial consonant clusters or word-finally assimilate features [high] and 
[round] when preceded by a Labial consonant, [f m b]18, yielding [o], e.g. sobo.  It assimilates the same 
features (but not always the same values) when preceded by a round vowel with an intervening non-Labial 
consonant, yielding [o] following [oC19], e.g. Baibolo, or [u] following [uC19], e.g. bugu (Progressive 
Labial Node Assimilation). 

Height does not assimilate in a vowel inserted word-medially or word-finally except by the previous 
processes, Regressive Root Node Assimilation and Progressive Labial Node Assimilation.  

The processes referred to above, but not formalized here, will account for all of the data in Table 7, except 
dano, galo, and elamu, which remain unaccounted for. 

It is posited that the epenthetic segment is simply a V slot, a Root Node linked to a syllable nucleus or 
rhyme.  If the V slot does not acquire any features from its environment it surfaces as /i/, which is maximally 
underspecified.  If it acquires [+round] it surfaces as /u/.  If it acquires [-high] and [+round] it surfaces as /o/. 
                                                            
18 The labial consonants [f m b] are all [-hi]. 
19 Where C is non-Labial. 
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3. MORPHOPHONEMICS 
For a discussion of the morphophonemics involving the spreading of nasalization see § 5, Nasal spreading. 

3.1 The s/h alternation 
One of the simplest morphophonemic alternations involves two verbal suffixes that appear to mark aspect, 

-sa and -salea20.  The precise meaning of the two morphemes is uncertain and they are marked here simply as 
ASP1 and ASP2.  Consider the following data. 

 55) /’tiki+s/ ‘touch-ASP1’ /’t+s/ ‘cry-ASP1’ 
/p’su+s/ ‘turn-ASP1’ /’ku+s/ ‘swim-ASP1’ 
/’k+s/ ‘put-ASP1’ /op’p+s/ ‘cuddle-ASP1’ 
/’hoko+s/ ‘look for-ASP1’ /’o+s/ ‘laugh-ASP1’ 
/m+’h/ ‘come-ASP1’ /s+’h/ ‘say-ASP1’ 

 56) /’tiki+s/ ‘touch-ASP2’ /’t+s/ ‘cry-ASP2’ 
/bsu+’s/ ‘turn-ASP2’ /’ku+s/ ‘swim-ASP2’ 
/’k+s/ ‘put-ASP2’ /op’p+s/ ‘cuddle-ASP2’ 
/’hoko+s/ ‘look for-ASP2’ /’o+s/ ‘laugh-ASP2’ 
/m+’h/ ‘come-ASP2’ /s+’h/ ‘say-ASP2’ 

The pattern can be seen in (55) and (56), and it is born out in further data, that –sa and –salea become –ha and 
–halea before a verb root ending in a [+low] vowel, whether it be oral or nasal.  It could be that the vowel 
ending of the root is significant and marks some type of class or semantic content but consider the following 
data. 

 57) /’m+fu+s/ ‘fall-ITER-ASP1’ /’s+si+s/ ‘say-BEN-ASP1’ 

In fact no class or similarity in verb roots ending in // has been discovered.  It can be seen from (57) that 
intervening suffixes which do not end in // block the change to –ha, such that the variation is not conditioned 
by the root but by the preceding morpheme.  Neither is there any general proscription against /s/ sequences or 
/+s/ (/s/ with intervening morpheme break) sequences as evidenced in (58). 
 58) a. /s+’h/ ‘weave-ASP1’ 

b. /’s+sp/ ‘weave-IMPFV’ 

It appears then that the change here is phonologically conditioned but not phonologically motivated.  We can 
generalize the rule, predicting its application to any suffix starting with /s/ followed by a [+low] vowel.  At 
present there are two other /s/-initial morphemes in the lexicon, -sabeo ‘THIRD-HAND EVIDENCE(?)’ and 
-saea ‘INITIATE(?)’.  Both are weakly attested in the database and weakly understood by this analyst.  The first 
is known to fit the pattern here.  I formalize the rule as follows. 

Rule (8).  s/h Alternation (s/h Alt): (Obligatory) 

/ / / / /
[ ] [ ]

s h V
lo

V
lo

→
+

+
+

 

An /s/ becomes an /h/ when a suffix beginning with /sa/ follows a [+low] vowel. 

                                                            
20 It is acknowledged that -salea may actually be -sa-lea such that the alternation here is only with the morpheme -sa.  So 

far making an additional split in –salea had not been helpful. 
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Derivations: 

Underlying repr /tiki+s tik+s m+s m+fu+s s+s/ 
 Voic tiis tis ... ... ... 
 /l/Front  ... tis ... ... ... 
 MFVFort  ... tise ... ... ... 
 s/h Alt  ... tihe mh ... sh 
Surface form [tikis tihe mh mfus sh21] 
  ‘touch-ASP1’ ‘fall-ASP2’ ‘come-ASP1’ ‘come-ITER-ASP1’ ‘say-ASP1’ 

Rule (8) is not considered to be crucially ordered with respect to any of the preceding rules.  It is interesting to 
note that in the examples given above that those suffixes where the /s/ becomes /h/ are stressed.  This is simply 
noted as an area for further research. 

3.2 Front vowel deletion 
In Edolo the suffix –ea (/-/)has the significant function of being the ergative subject marker.  In addition, 

the same morpheme is also the instrumental marker and the cause marker, as is common cross-linguistically 
(Foley 1986:107).  Consider the following data, where –ea is simply glossed ERG (ergative). 
 59) a. /tpsu+/ [d’bsue] ‘stone knife-ERG’ 

b. /ukuo+/ [u’uoe] ‘dog-ERG’ 
c. /iki+/ [i’i] ‘rock-ERG’ 
d. /ti+/ [’ti] ‘2 sg-ERG’ 
e. /t+/ [’t] ‘bamboo knife-ERG’ 
f. /kop+/ [no’be] ‘arrow-ERG’ 
g. /sk+/ [’ske] ‘grasshopper-ERG’ 
h. /sit+/ [’site] ‘hunger-ERG’ 

It can be seen in (c), (d), and (e) above that when a noun ends in a high front vowel the initial vowel of the 
suffix –ea deletes.  A similar deletion is seen in (g) and (h) where –ea follows a mid front vowel.  Based on the 
pattern seen in (c), (d), and (e), and the fact that in (h) the nasalization remains following the stop /t/, it is 
assumed that it is the first vowel of the suffix that deletes here as well, rather than the last vowel of the root 
noun.  The following rule can then be posited. 

Rule (9).  Mid front vowel deletion (MFVDel): (Obligatory) 

[ ]

V
bk
hi

V
bk

−
−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
→

−
+Ø /  

An // becomes null when it immediately follows a morpheme ending in a front vowel. 

Rule (9) is left general, applying to any suffix beginning with //.  At present the morpheme illustrated in (59) is 
the only one known to which it would apply. 

In regard to rule ordering consider the following.  In the case where –ea is affixed to a word ending in // 
Rule (7), // Fortition, would properly apply to the second //, changing it to [e].  Rule (9) would then apply to 
the sequence [e], deleting the strengthened [e] and leaving the sequence [], an incorrect surface form.  A 
cyclical application of the rules would correct this, reapplying Rule (7) after Rule (9), as would an ordering of 
Rule (9) before Rule (7), where one // would be deleted before // fortition took place.  I posit the latter, hence, 
Rule (9) is considered to be crucially ordered before Rule (7).  It is not considered to be crucially ordered with 
respect to any other preceding rule. 

                                                            
21 Actual surface form is sh.  Spreading of nasalization is addressed in § 5. 
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Derivations: 

Underlying repr /ii+ tt+ + kpi+/ 
 Voic  ... td .... kbi 
 22MFVDel  ii td  kbi 
 MFVFort  ... tde e ... 
Surface form [ii tde e kbi] 
  ‘3 pl-ERG’ ‘bow-ERG’ ‘3 sg-ERG’ ‘ax-ERG’ 

I note here that when the ergative morpheme, –ea, is attached to the first person singular pronoun, // 
([ne]), both front vowels delete and the form surfaces as  [n].  This is an irregular process not seen elsewhere. 

Consider the following data regarding the past tense marker -i12. 
 60) a. /f+i/ [f’i] ‘dry-PAST’ 

b. /to+i/ [’doi] ‘speak-PAST’ 
c. /kop+i/ [ko’bi] ‘cook-PAST’ 
d. /psu+i/ [b’sui] ‘turn-PAST’ 
e. /si+i/ [’nsi] ‘chase-PAST’ 
f. /k+i/ [n’i] ‘put-PAST’ 
g. /k+si+i/ [n’si] ‘put-BEN-PAST’ 

In example (e) of (60) the elision of one /i/ can be seen where the verb root ends in /i/.  In example (g) the 
elision is seen following an intervening suffix ending in /i/, while it does not elide just following the same root 
in (f).  The same pattern is evidenced with nasal vowels.  The following rule can then be posited. 

Rule (10).  /i/ Degemination (/i/Deg): (Obligatory) 

V
hi
bk

V
hi
bk

+
−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
→ +

−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
+Ø /  

A high front vowel becomes null when it immediately follows a morpheme ending in /i/ or //. 

The morpheme break is included in Rule (10) in light of the existence of long vowels, which are analyzed as 
geminate sequences (see § 4.2, Diphthongs).  Since nasality is not specified in the structural description of Rule 
(10) it is thereby predicted that it would apply to nasal vowels as well.  Consider the following data regarding 
the genitive marker -ïë which bears this out.24 
 61) a. /p+/ [’be] ‘sibling-GEN’ 

b. /to+/ [’ndoe] ‘my father-GEN’ 
c. /m+/ [’nme] ‘my mother-GEN’ 
d. /ppu+/ [’bbue] ‘Babu-GEN’ 
e. /wisi+/ [n’wisie] ‘my aunt-GEN’ 

It can be seen that Rule (9) and Rule (10) could potentially feed one another with a morpheme-initial 
sequence of either /i/ or // following an /i/.  In the former case, Rule (9) would feed Rule (10), deleting the 
entire sequence.  In the latter case, Rule (10) would feed Rule (9), again deleting the entire sequence.  Consider 
the interaction of these rules on the genitive marker // and on a hypothetical morpheme //, glossed ‘HYP’. 

                                                            
22 Bracketing to left in derivations is used here and following to indicate crucial orderings. 
23 The past tense marker also functions as one type of nominalizer. 
24 I note that the genitive morpheme has an allomorph -le which appears only on the non-singular genitive personal 

pronouns, all the emphatic genitive personal pronouns, but not the emphatic exclusive genitive personal pronouns (for a 
summary of Edolo pronouns see Gossner 1994:68).  The alternation does not seem to be phonologically motivated and I 
provide neither data nor analysis. 
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Derivations: 

Underlying repr /msi+i msi+i/ 
 MFVDel  msii ... Rule (9) 
 /i/ Deg  msi msi Rule (10) 
Surface form [*msi msi] 
  ‘sago bag-HYP’ ‘sago bag-GEN’ 

This ordering could be assumed to be incorrect in that it completely deletes the ‘HYP’ morpheme.  Consider 
now a reverse ordering of these two rules. 

Underlying repr /msi+i msi+i/ 
 /i/ Deg  ... msi Rule (10) 
 MFVDel  msii msi Rule (9) 
Surface form [msii *msi] 
  ‘sago bag-HYP’ ‘sago bag-GEN’ 

This ordering would certainly be incorrect in that it completely deletes the genitive morpheme.  Since the // 
morpheme does not exist one could posit a crucial ordering of Rule (9) before Rule (10).  This seems a less than 
satisfactory basis for positing a crucial ordering.  Should a morpheme such as ‘HYP’ surface there would then 
be no satisfactory ordering of these two rules.  The possibility, then, of combining Rule (9) and Rule (10) 
occurs, that is to delete the second of a sequence of front vowels across a morpheme break.  However, that 
would incorrectly delete the past tense marker in sequences like example (60) (f) [ni] so a simple conflation 
is not viable.  Consider such a conflation, however, with accompanying conditions as in the following. 

Rule (11).  Front vowel deletion (FVDel): (Obligatory) 

[ ] [ ]
V
bk

V
bk Conditions non cyclical

V isnot higher than V

1 2

1 2

−
→

−
+

−
Ø /

:  

A front vowel becomes null when it immediately follows a morpheme ending in a front vowel. 

The non-cyclical condition prevents the reapplication of Rule (11).  The second condition correctly prevents the 
deletion of /i/ following //.  I reject then Rule (9) and Rule (10) in favor of the combined Rule (11).  The factors 
requiring an ordering of Rule (9) before Rule (7) would still be pertinent, hence Rule (11) is considered crucially 
ordered before Rule (7). 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /kof+i msi+i tihi+i ii+ ps+/ 
 FVDel  ... msi tihi ii ps 
 MFVFort  ... msie ... ... pse 
Surface form [kofi msie tihi ii pse] 
  ‘catch-PAST’ ‘sago bag-GEN’ ‘play-PAST’ ‘3 pl-ERG’ ‘teeth-ERG’ 

3.3 Gemination /i+ki/ 
Consider the following data. 

 62) a. /i/ [’i] ‘tree’ 
b. /si/ [’si] ‘eye’ 
c. /i+ki/ [’iii] ‘tree-LOC’ 
d. /si+ki/ [’siii] ‘eye-LOC’ 

Here is evidenced the opposite of one of the second process considered in § 3.2, Front vowel deletion.  The final 
/i/ becomes lengthened before the locative suffix.  Note also the existence of the following lexical items. 
 63) a. /iki/ [’ii] ‘rock’ 

b. /siki/ [’sii] ‘overseer’ 
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The lexical items in (62) (a) and (b) are the only ones for which I have documented this process.  Nevertheless, 
based on my non-native speaker’s intuition, I make a bold generalization and posit that it will apply not only to 
any stressed /i/, but to any stressed vowel.  Hence the following more general rule. 

Rule (12).  /i/ Gemination (/i/ Gem): (Obligatory) 

V1 → + +V V stress ki1 1 /[ ] / / #  

Copy a vowel in a stressed syllable when it immediately precedes the locative morpheme /ki/. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /i+ki si+ki/ 
 Voic  ii sii 
 /i/ Gem  iii siii 
Surface form [iii siii] 
  ‘tree-LOC’ ‘eye-LOC’ 

It is considered possible that Rule (12) may operate only on monosyllabic morphemes.  The rule is specific in 
that it is only posited to occur before the locative case ending.  Its precise application and whether it should be 
extended to other case endings or all consonant-initial suffixes is an area for further research.  Rule (12) is not 
considered to be crucially ordered with respect to any preceding rule. 

3.4 Low vowel raising 
Consider the following data. 

 64) a. /ki+i/ [i’i] ‘steam cook-PAST’ 
b. /tik+i/ [ti’i] ‘fall-PAST’ 
c. /ft+i/ [f’di] ‘climb-PAST’ 
d. /fi+ti/ [fi’di] ‘go-PL-HORT’ 
e. /tik+ti/ [ti’di] ‘fall-HORT’ 
f.  /tik+ti+/ [ti’di] ‘fall-HORT-COMP’ 
g. /tik+fi+i/ [tikfi’i] ‘fall-PL-PAST’ 

The low vowel /a/ is raised and fronted to // when it occurs between two non-low front vowels.  It can be seen 
that this occurs whether there is an intervening consonant or not, either before or after or both.  The exception is 
example (g) above where the first // is not affected.  It can be observed in all the other affected segments that 
the vowel is stressed so the presence of stress would appear to be relevant.  Consider the following data, 
however. 
 65) a. /htpi/ [h’dbi] ‘good’ 

b. /ft+sio/ [f’dsio] ‘climb-EVID’ 

It appears from (65) (a) that the morpheme break is significant to the application of this process.  From (65) (b) 
it appears that the following vowel needs to be word final.  However, (f) in (64) above indicates that the 
condition is only morpheme final for the raising process to occur.  Therefore the obligatory rule can be 
formalized as follows. 

Rule (13) Low Vowel Raising (LVR): (Obligatory) 

[ ] ( ) ( )
V

lo
stress

V
bk C C

V
hi
bk

lo

bk
+
+
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
→

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ −

+ +
−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
+

−

−
/  

A morpheme-final stressed // becomes an // between a front vowel and a morpheme-final high front vowel, 
regardless of intervening consonants. 
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While the features listed in the structural change ([-low, -back]) would fit either of the front vowels, the // of 
the structural description carries an unchanged specification of [-atr] which makes [] the only possible output.  
It is granted that this rather inelegant rule is based on a fairly scant presentation of data. 

Regarding rule ordering, Rule (13) does create an [] which could potentially feed Rule (11), Front vowel 
deletion.  Rule (11) only deletes a morpheme-initial segment, however, while Rule (13) only modifies a 
morpheme-final segment.  It is theoretically possible, nevertheless, for the affected segment in Rule (13) to be a 
morpheme consisting of just one segment, hence being both initial and final in the morpheme, preceded by a 
front vowel in a preceding morpheme.  In that case an ordering of Rule (13) before Rule (11) would incorrectly 
delete the morpheme as in the following hypothetical derivation. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /i++ti/ 
 LVR  i++ti Rule (13) 
 FVDel  i++ti Rule (11) 
Surface form [*iti] 

  If it be considered, however, that the absence of a morpheme break in Rule (13) following the first 
optional consonant be a prohibition of its presence then no rule ordering is required.  This seems rather arbitrary 
and inconsistent, hence I posit a crucial ordering of Rule (13) after Rule (11). 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /+fi’+i ti’k+ti f’t+i/ 
 Voic  ... tidi fdi 
 LVR  fii tidi fdi 
Surface form [fii tidi fdi] 
  ‘go-PL-PAST’ ‘fall-HORT’ ‘climb-PAST’ 

The process of low vowel raising has not been observed with reference to nasalized vowels but the rule as 
written does not preclude it. 

3.5 Complete vowel harmony 
The process of vowel harmony observed in Edolo to date has been fairly limited.  Consider the following. 

 66) a. /h+i+ki/ [hi’i] ‘EMPH-2 dl-COMIT’ 
b. /ti+hi+i+ki/ [tihii’i] ‘EMPH (infix)-2 pl-COMIT’ 
c. /h++ki/ [h’] ‘EMPH-3 dl-COMIT’ 

The comitative (‘together with’) morpheme occurs only on emphatic personal pronouns.  It is difficult to specify 
the quality of the first vowel since it always harmonizes with the preceding vowel, which is only ever /i/ or //.  
It might be considered to be stated in the lexicon as –gVla.  I posit the following rule. 

Rule (14).  Vowel harmony, Comitative (VHCo): (Obligatory) 

+ CV[COMIT] → +C V
F

V
F[ ]

/
[ ]α α

 

The vowel in the first syllable of the comitative suffix –gVla harmonizes completely with the preceding vowel 
of the root. 

Derivations are after the following rule. 

Consider the following data. 
 67) a. /s+t/ [’sd] ‘say-INTENT’ 

b. /fi+t/ [’fid/] ‘sit-INTENT’ 
c. /u+t/ [nu’du] ‘eat-INTENT’ 
d.   /u+t/ [u’du] ‘go-INTENT’ 

The intentive suffix –delä harmonizes its first vowel only with a preceding high back vowel.  I posit a second 
complete vowel harmony rule. 
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Rule (15).  Vowel harmony, Intentive (VHIn): (Obligatory) 

+ CV[INTENT] →
+
+
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

+
+
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

+C V
hi
bk

V
hi
bk

/  

The vowel in the first syllable of the intentive suffix -delä harmonizes completely with a preceding /u/ in the 
root. 

No crucial rule ordering is posited relative to either Rule (14) or Rule (15). 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /u+t h++kV/  
 Voic  ud hV 
 VHCo ... h 
 VHIn  udu ... 
Surface form [udu25 h] 
  ‘go-INTENT’ ‘EMPH-3 dl-COMIT’ 

3.6 Reduplication 
Reduplication on verbs appears to mark extended (or habitual) aspect.  Consider the following data where 

-la is used simply as a frame. 
 68)  verb root+SIM +DUP+ root gloss 

a. /ko’p+/ /ko+ko’p+/ ‘cook’ 
b. /h’mo+/ /h+h’mo+/ ‘do’ 
c. /’fi+/ /f+’fi+/ ‘pick’ 
d. /’ku+/ /+ku+’ku+/ ‘carry’ 
e. /si’ki+/ /+si+si’ki+/ ‘understand’ 

It can be seen that the pattern of reduplication is repetition of the first CV of the root and insertion of the copy.  
Whether the copy is inserted preceding the original or after it would seem to be a theoretical consideration since 
the two are identical.  Morpheme breaks have been arbitrarily placed in example (68) as though the copy were 
placed before the original.  As seen in (d) and (e) above this pattern of initial CV reduplication is followed 
whether the root starts with a vowel or not, such that the copied CV is at times infixed.  This can be represented 
as follows. 

Rule (16).  Reduplication (Dup): 

#( ) #( )V C V V C V C V1 2 1 2 1 2→  

There are some lexical items that appear to be reduplicated, but are not known to exist in any other form, 
for example asusua ‘be confused’, but *asua. 

4. SYLLABLES 
Edolo syllable structure can be described as having the syllable patterns CV, V, CVV and VV, as illustrated 

in the following data. 

                                                            
25 Actual surface form is udu.  Spreading of nasalization is addressed in § 5. 
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 69) a. V /’i/ ‘tree’ 
b.  /h.ko.’.ki/ ‘cooking area’ 
c.  /’.to+../ ‘my father-ERG’ 
d. CV /’ti/ ‘2 sg’ 
e.  /’to.to/ ‘breast/milk’ 
f.  /so.mo.’to.po/ ‘clay’ 
g. VV /’/ ‘name’ 
h.  /to.’+i+./ ‘drill-PAST-COMP’ 
i.  /po.o.’+i/ ‘tough-PAST’ 
j. CVV /’f/ ‘coconut’ 
k.  /po.’pu+.s.p/ ‘leaf out-IMPFV’ 
l.  /ko.’p+i/ ‘cook-PAST’ 
m.  /’s.o/ ‘spleen’ 
n.  /’h./ ‘bird’  
o.  /’kui/ ‘here’ 

All phonetic syllable positions are exemplified here, word-initial, word-medial, and word-final.  There are no 
closed syllables and no consonant clusters.  Following Clements & Keyser (1983:28-30), Edolo can be classified 
as a Type II language, one having core syllable types CV and V, and permitting vowel clusters which can be 
represented as CV2 and V2.  Another way of symbolizing syllable structure would be (C)V(V).  Tautosyllabic 
VV sequences consist primarily of possible geminate vowels or diphthongs filling a branching nucleus (or rime) 
slot as in (g-m) of example (69) above (see § 4.2, Diphthongs).  In other tautosyllabic VV sequences the first 
vowel is a non-syllabic vowel onset as in the second syllable of (n) above (see § 4.4.3, Other non-syllabic 
vowels).  In still others the first vowel labializes the consonantal onset as in the monosyllabic (o) above (see § 
4.3, Labialization).  There are also heterosyllabic VV sequences. 

4.1 Interpretation of vowel sequences 
For a summary of tautosyllabic VV sequences see Table 3 and Table 4 in § 2.1.4, Distribution of VV 

sequences. 

The interpretation of vowel sequences turns out to be less than simple in Edolo.  Vowel sequences of up to 
five vowels can occur as in haaa ‘bird-ERG’.  Additionally, it is acknowledged to be an area of phonology 
that is not the author’s strong point.  The primary basis for interpretation of vowel sequences, unscientific as it 
may be, has been the author’s perception, considering the timing of words and the placement of stress.  

Tautosyllabic VV sequences are those which have either a diphthong or geminate vowel sequence, a 
labializing initial vowel, or a non-syllabic initial vowel.  VV sequences adjudged to be diphthongs are those in 
which the second vowel is higher than the first and in which there is just one stress, placed on the first vowel, 
e.g. /’i/ ‘no’.  They are normally followed by consonant or word boundary (see § 4.2, Diphthongs).  VV 
sequences considered to have a labializing initial vowel have a [+round] vowel initially following a consonantal 
onset and stress (or perhaps longer timing) on the second vowel, e.g. /’kui/ ‘here’ (see § 4.3, Labialization).  VV 
sequences considered to have an initial non-syllabic vowel are word-initial or in a sequence of at least three 
vowels.  The primary basis for interpretation has been native authors’ intuition evidenced in their way of writing 
sequences and the author’s phonetic judgement that the segment sounds like the onset of a second syllable when 
in a three vowel sequence.  In addition to the semi-vowels /j/ and /w/, Edolo seems to have a lower non-syllabic 
vowel [e], and possibly [i] as well in contrast with /j/ (see  § 4.4.3, Other non-syllabic vowels). 

Heterosyllabic VV sequences consist primarily of sequences in which the second vowel is of equal height 
with or lower than the first, and which seem to bear two separate stress or timing units, e.g. /’f./ ‘under’. 

The examples following in (70) are grouped by contrasting sets where sequences are subject to 
interpretation. 
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 70) a. /su.ku./ [’suu] ‘pig’ 
b. /ku/ [’k] ‘here (take this)’ 
 
c. /h.ko..ki/ [ho’i] ‘cooking area’ 
d. /.ko/ [’]26 ‘her husband’ 
 
e. /pi.ji.tu/ [pi’jidu] ‘four/pointer finger’ 
f. /tii.fi/ [‘tiifi] ‘rib’ 
g. /p.i./ [p’i] ‘club’ 
 
h. /t.o/ [’teo] ‘ridgepole’ 
i. /h./ [’he] ‘bird’ 
j. /.to+../ [’ndoe] ‘my father-ERG’ 
 
k. /.w+./ [’w] ‘explain-SIM’ 
l. /u.+./ [u’] ‘present-SIM’ 
m. /u.u+./ [u’u] ‘ignore-SIM’ 
n. /u+.w/ [’nuw] ‘grandfather’ 

4.2 Diphthongs 
Although there are many apparent diphthongs in Edolo words the distribution of all but two of them 

(considering corresponding oral & nasal pairs together) seems to be fairly restricted.  Those occurring freely 
consist of the low vowel // followed by either of the high vowels /i/ or /u/.  Consider the following examples 
(written phonemically with the exception that nasal vowels are marked where they appear phonetically). 
 71)  /’i/ ‘no’ /’i/ ‘fish’ 

 /it’ku/ ‘wave’ /’piko/ ‘caterpillar’ 
 /’pitii/ ‘cloud’ /’fi/ ‘coconut’ 
 /’timo/ ‘bark skirt’ /s’ki/ ‘meat scraps’ 
 /koko’si/ ‘poison frog’ /’ti/ ‘pound’ 

 72)  /’up/ ‘moon’ /’ut/ ‘two’ 
 /’up/ ‘butterfly’ /’pu/ ‘leaf’ 
 /’ku/ ‘hill’ /’tu/ ‘overhanging bank’ 
 /’tutuo/ ‘shoulder blade’ /’kuf/ ‘tadpole’ 
 /pp’u/ ‘eye’ /po’pu/ ‘leaf out’ 

The examples in (71) and (72) illustrate the appearance of the given combinations word-initially, word medially, 
and word-finally in monomorphemic words.  The diphthongs do occur as well in word-medial syllables in 
multimorphemic words, as seen in (h) and (k) of example (69) above. 

Diphthongs consisting of a mid vowel followed by a high front vowel within a single morpheme are very 
rare.  They are attested only for the front mid vowel and only morpheme-finally.  The clear examples are given 
in their entirety in (73). 
 73) a. /’i/ ‘name’ 

b. /’mi/ ‘many’ 

Examples of such diphthongs occurring across a morpheme boundary, however, are fairly common.  It should 
be noted here that most adjectives in Edolo function as verbs, taking verbal affixes.  This may explain (b) in (73) 
above.  The past tense suffix –i, which also functions as a nominalizer, appearing on verb roots ending in a mid 
vowel creates a diphthong in normal speech, although in slow or enunciated speech both vowels are pronounced 
clearly, sometimes as separate syllables. 
 74)  /’w+i/ ‘summon-PAST’ /’h+i/ ‘wash-PAST’ 

 /ko’p+i/ ‘cook-PAST /op’k+i/ ‘return-PAST’ 
 /’o+i/ ‘twist-PAST’ /’jo+i/ ‘heavy’ 
 /o’o+i/ ‘sick’ /o’to+i/ ‘kiss-PAST’ 

                                                            
26 Labialization here is not regarded to be as high as that in which /u/ is the labializing segment. 
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The sequence of a mid front vowel followed by a high back vowel is not attested at all in the corpus, i.e.  
*/u/ and */u/.  A mid back vowel followed by  a high back vowel is attested only once in fogousa ‘rumble’, 
but */ou/. 

Diphthongs comprised of a low vowel followed by a mid vowel are likewise rare but are attested 
monomorphemically in the following examples, but *//. 
 75)  /’w/ ‘excl.  of surprise’ /’to/ ‘dust’ 

 /’/ ‘excl.  of dismay’ /titi’ko+/ ‘wail-SIM’ 
   /so’so+/ ‘perplex-SIM’ 
   /pus’toi/ ‘poor’ 

Long vowels are attested, although rarely, for all of the oral vowels except /u/ and for only // among the 
nasal vowels.  Example (76) gives all of the monomorphemic examples currently in the lexicon although it is 
expected that more will come to light.  See § 3.3, Gemination, for long vowels generated by phonological rule. 
 76)  /’tiifi/ ‘rib’ /’t/ ‘cry’ 

 */uu/  */uu/  
 /’to/ ‘father’ *//  
 /’too/ ‘brother’ */oo/  
 /’so/ ‘spleen *//  

Compare the following minimal or analogous pairs, arranged to correspond with the forms in (76) above. 
 77)  /’tifi/ ‘root’ /’ti/ ‘you sg’ 

 
 /’to/ ‘what’ 
 /’to/ ‘what’ 
 /’so/ ‘spider’ 

Long vowels are interpreted as geminate VV sequences. 

A summary of the diphthongs attested, including long vowels, can then be given as follows. 

oral /i u a ao aa/ 
 /oi ou  oo/ 
 /i  / 
 /ii/ 
 
nasal /i u  ao/ 
 /oi/ 
 /i/ 
 /ii/ 

4.3 Labialization 
Consider the following data where labialized forms are given in (78) and contrasting forms in (79). 

 78) a. /kui/ [’ki] ‘here (location)’ 
b. /hui/ [’hi] ‘cambium’ 
c. /j.pu+i/ [’jbi] ‘black-PAST’ 
d. /ku/ [’k] ‘here (take this)’  
e. /.m.ku.h/ [m’h] ‘swing-ASP1’ 
f. /.ko/ [’] ‘her husband’ 
g. /ho/ [’h~w] ‘exclamation of challenge’ 
h. /h.mo+i/ [’hmi] ‘do-PAST’ 
i. /n.hoi/ [’nhi] ‘few’ 

 79) a. /su.ku~su.ku./ [’su~’suu] ‘pig’ 
b. /j.pu+.mo.o/ [’jbumoo] ‘black-FUT’ 
c. /tu.tu./ [’dudu] ‘beside’ 
d. /o.ho.to./ [o’hoto] ‘three’ 
e. /o.so.ko.o./ [oso’oo] ‘fork’ 
f. /.so./ [’so] ‘good day (sun)’ 
g. /.so./ [’so] ‘his/her parents-in-law’ 
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It can be seen from the forms in (78) that there are instances in which rounded vowels tend to desyllabify and 
labialize the preceding consonant.  This is most frequent and consistent following the velar consonant, /k/, but 
also occurs following /p m h/.  The observation can be made that this tends to occur following non-coronal 
consonants.  Fast speech may be a factor, particularly in (a) of (79), but the examples in (78) appear fairly 
consistently with the consonant labialized. 

4.4 Semi-vowels and other non-syllabic vowels 
4.4.1 The labiovelar approximant,  /w/ 

To this point in the paper the semi-vowels, /j/ and /w/, have been presented as phonemes without any 
supporting argumentation and with only a small bit of data.  It is recognized that in many phonologists’ minds 
the existence of phonemic semi-vowels is highly suspect on theoretical grounds.  Nevertheless, I provide here 
some data arguing for their existence in Edolo. 

It is difficult to consider the labiovelar approximant, /w/, just as a manifestation of /u/, considering that /w/ 
in Edolo has allophones of [v~ß] as discussed in § 2.1.3.1.  Consider also the following where –la is used simply 
as a frame. 
 80) a. /’tu.wi+i/ ‘drill-PAST’ 

b. /’su.w./ ‘sleep’ 
c. /.’w+./ ‘explain-SIM’ 
d. /u.’+./ ‘present-SIM’ 
e. /u.’u+./ ‘ignore-SIM’ 
f. /’u+.w/ ‘grandfather’ 

In the first two examples in (80) there is clearly an onset to the second syllable.  In particular, the existence of 
the forms in (c), (d), and (e) above, where, in the former the /w/ syllabifies as the onset of the second syllable, 
and, in the latter two, the /u/ syllabifies as part of a diphthong in a complex coda, are taken as evidence in 
support of the phonemic status of /w/.  Example (f) seems to have both a complex coda in the first syllable, and 
an onset to the second.  Native authors seem to use <w> quite comfortably.  Though the sequence /wu/ is not 
attested, all other /wV/ sequences are attested, at least in the oral vowels, which native authors do not seem to 
question. 

4.4.2 The palatal approximant, /j/ 
The phonemic status of the palatal approximant, /j/, stands a bit more tenuously.  Consider the following. 

 81) a. /pi.’ji.tu/ ‘four/pointer finger’ 
b. /pi.’ji.ti./ ‘four’ 
c. /’tii.fi/ ‘rib’ 
d. /’j.fi./ ‘many’ 
e. /’j./ ‘fence’ 

In (a) and (b) of example (81) there is clearly an onset of the second syllable and a difference from the geminate 
vowel sequence in (c). 

The word-initial /jV/ sequences have provided some discussion among native authors and readers, 
particularly older men, as to whether they should be <y> or <i>.  I suspect, however, that a lot of their reason for 
questioning is because of their knowledge and use of the neighboring language, Huli.  The Huli <y> is often 
strengthened to the point that it is a fricative, //.  Knowing that the segment in their language does not pattern 
that way, they have some uncertainty using the same grapheme for it. 

There is one particular verb root, ‘give’, which behaves in a way that makes it difficult to analyze.  
Consider the following, where the first entry is the unaffixed verb root. 
 82) a. // [’] <ïa> ‘give’ 

b. /+.h/ [’h] <ïaha> ‘give-ASP1’ 
c. /+.mo.o/ [’moo] <ïmolö> ‘give-FUT’ 
d. /+i/ [’] <ï> ‘give-PAST’ 
e. /+.+.h/ [’h] <ïiaha> ‘DUP-give-ASP1’ 

As is evident from the orthographic information the initial segment is currently being treated as a high front 
vowel, this in spite of the fact that it seems, at times, to act like a semi-vowel. 
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4.4.3 Other non-syllabic vowels 
The intervocalic occurrences of the semi-vowels /w/ and /j/, as well as other non-syllabic vowels, make for 

some challenges of analysis.  Rule (1989:6) makes the following observation: 

Note:  In some medial positions where a phonetic [y] has been recorded, it will pattern in the 
ears and minds of local speakers as an "e", not a "y", e.g.  "younger brother", originally written 
[nayo], patterns to all the local literate men as /naeo/, and "native fig tree", originally written 
[a'fayo] patterns as /afaeö/.  However, (in contrast) writers are agreed on /ayo/, and on /gülaiä/ 
above, thus giving three patterns for the interpretation of what sounds like a medial [y].  
[parenthetical comment mine, emphasis his-JG] 

My experience is consistent with the statements above.  Consider the following data, in addition to the examples 
given by Rule. 
 83) a. /.jo/ [’jo] ‘thorn’ 

b. /.jo/ [’jo] ‘one day removed’ 
c. /t.o/ [’teo] ‘cliff’ 
d. /t.o/ [’teo] ‘ridgepole’ 
e. /o.ho.o/ [o’hoeo] ‘cuscus’ 
f. /ti.k+.o.o/ [ti’oeo] ‘fall-LEST’ 
g.   /o..po/ [o’ebo] ‘lake’ 
h. /h./ [’he] ‘bird’ 
i. /w./ [’we] ‘black palm’ 
j. /p.i./ [p’i] ‘club’ 
k. /..to/ [n’do] ‘elsewhere’ 

The intervocalic //’s and /i/’s above (oral and nasal) can be analyzed as being non-syllabic.  It does seem odd to 
posit both a palatal approximant and two non-syllabic front vowels but that seems to be what the data presents.  
It may be that what is indicated as [i] in (j) and (k) above is distinguished from /j/ in some other way than non-
syllabicity.  Rule mentions in the quote above, what he considers “three patterns for what sounds like a medial 
[y]”.  There does appear to be a pattern, but not predictability, based on the vocalic environment.  Overall the 
non-syllabic segment preferred between two low vowels is [e], with it being more frequent, but [i] occurs also.  
That preferred in the following environments,  _o, o_o, and o_  is [e].  The palatal approximant /j/ is also 
used between // and /o/ but is less common.  I forego the formalizing of any rules. 

It can be noted in the phonetic forms in (83), and in the comments above, that the non-syllabic mid front 
vowel is shown as [e], rather than [].  The non-syllabic allophone of // occurs only in environments that would 
undergo Rule (7), Mid front vowel fortition, such that it surfaces only as the close-mid [e]. 

This is certainly an area needing further study and research.  It appears possible even that there may be a 
phonemic semi-vowel /e/ as distinct from, rather than an allophone of, //.  I leave this for further study. 

5. NASAL SPREADING 
Nasal spreading within monomorphemic words is not under consideration here, only that occasioned by 

adjoining morphemes.  Morpheme shape only changes (with respect to nasalization) when nasalization spreads 
from one morpheme to another.  Nasalization within roots is considered to be underlying wherever it surfaces 
since there is no way to determine if it has spread. 

Consider the following data. 
 84) a. /tik+s/ [’ti’he]27 <digahalea> ‘descend-ASP2’ 

b. /s+s/ [s’he]27 <sähalea>28 ‘say-ASP2’ 
c. /s+s/ [’sse] <sësalea> ‘hurt-ASP2’ 
d. /s+tiki+s/ [s’tii’se] <säladigisalea> ‘say-CMPLV-ASP2’ 

Spreading seems to be progressive with the exception that it will spread regressively one segment to a preceding 
/l/ (see Rule (4) in § 2.1.3.3).  Segments affected by the spreading of nasalization include the oral vowels and 
the alveolar lateral flap, //.  There appear to be some consonants that block spreading and others that don’t, as 

                                                            
27 Suffix –salea becomes –halea by Rule (8), s/h Alternation. 
28 Note that the orthographic data is shown using morphophonemic orthography as is currently in practice. 
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seen in example (84), where it is evident that /h/ does not block spreading, while /s/ and /t/ do.  Further 
consideration seems to indicate that the obstruents (stops and fricatives) and nasal consonants29 block spreading, 
while the non-nasal sonorants (/ h j w/) do not.  This is an area that needs further research but I posit the 
following rule based on the observations stated. 

Rule (17).  Nasal vowel spreading (NVSpr): (Obligatory) 

V→ +
+ +

−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟

[ ] /
[ ]

nas V
nas

C
son
nas

 

A vowel becomes nasalized when it follows a nasalized vowel with an optional intervening non-nasal sonorant 
consonant. 

Rule (17) would have to be applied iteratively to a given word until it exhausted the possibilities for its 
application.  It can be seen also that there would be an interaction with Rule (4), Regressive // nasalization, 
(which would also have to be applied iteratively) since // nasalizes before a nasalized vowel which would, in 
many cases, be nasalized as the output of Rule (17).  While a cyclical application of the rules would also 
accomplish this, I posit Rule (17) as crucially ordered before Rule (4).  In addition, Rule (17) interacts with Rule 
(8), s/h Alternation, in that the alternating phonemes each have a different effect on nasal spreading, the /s/ 
blocking it, while the /h/ permits it.  The change from /s/ to /h/ would have to be made before the proper 
spreading of nasalization could take place, hence a crucial ordering of Rule (8) before Rule (17) is posited. 

It is not considered to be crucially ordered with respect to any other rule. 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /too s+s s+tiki+s/ 
 Voic  ... ... stiis 
 s/h Alt  ... sh ... 
 NVSpr  ... sh stiis 
 /l/ Nas  too sh stiis 
 /l/Front  ... ...30 stiis 
 MFVFort  ... she stiise 
Surface form [too she stiise] 
  ‘man’ ‘say-ASP2’ ‘say-CMPLV-ASP2’ 

Nasalization appears to spread progressively from nasal consonants in some environments as well.  
Consider the following data. 
 85) a. /s+/ [’s] <säla> ‘say-SIM’ 

b. /kop+/ [ko’b] <gobela> ‘cook-SIM’ 
c. /m+/ [’m] <mala> ‘come-SIM’ 
d. /m/ [’m] <mala>31 ‘custom’ 
e.  /m+s/ [’mhe] <mahalea> ‘come-ASP2’ 
f. /m+s+/ [’mh] <mahala> ‘come-ASP1-COMP’ 
g. /mo+/ [’mo] <melola> ‘boil-SIM’ 
h. /tik+mo/ [ti’’mo] <digamalo> ‘descend-FUT.IMP’ 
i. /tik+moo/ [ti’moo] <digamolö> ‘descend-FUT’ 

In example (85), forms (c), (e) and (f) show that nasalization may spread from /m/ to a succeeding morpheme, at 
least to a vowel following an // or /h/ (after application of Rule (8), s/h Alternation).  At the same time (85) (d) 
and (g) through (i) show that /V/ following /m/ in the same morpheme may or may not be nasalized, either in a 
                                                            
29 It will be seen that nasal consonants block spreading to an immediately following vowel but do their own spreading further 

on. 
30 Application of /l/Front is ignored here due to application or /l/Nas. See final paragraph of § 2.1.3.3 The [~~~~n] 

alternation 
31 A comparison of (c) and (d) here in example (85) will point out that a purely morphophonemic orthography yields some 

ambiguities. 
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root or an affix.  If the assumption be made that the consonants which allow nasalization to spread from a nasal 
consonant are all non-nasal sonorants, as in Rule (17), the process can be formalized as follows. 

Rule (18).  Nasal consonant spreading (NCSpr): (Obligatory) 

V→ +

+

+
+
−
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

[ ] /
[ ]

nas C
nas

V C
son
nas

 

A vowel becomes nasalized following a nasal consonant in a previous morpheme with an intervening non-nasal 
sonorant consonant. 

The morpheme break is required in Rule (18) to prevent spreading within a morpheme like mala or -malo.  As 
mentioned above, Rule (8), s/h Alternation, is crucially ordered before Rule (18) because it creates an 
environment which properly allows nasalization to spread.  Rule (18) is also considered to be crucially ordered 
before Rule (4), Regressive // nasalization, since Rule (4) needs to apply to the output of Rule (18), as does 
Rule (17).  Additionally, Rule (18) is posited as crucially ordered before Rule (17), since Rule (18) creates 
nasalized vowels which should properly be submitted to Rule (17).  In summary, the crucial ordering posited is 
Rule (18), Rule (17), Rule (4). 

Derivations: 

Underlying repr /m+s tmu+ tiki+mo+/ 
 Voic  ... ... tiimo 
 s/h Alt  mh ... ... 
 NCSpr  mh tmu tiimo 
 NVSpr  mh ... ... 
 /l/ Nas  mh tmu tiimo 
 MFVFort  mhe ... ... 
Surface form [mhe tmu tiimo] 
  ‘come-ASP2’ ‘cut-ASP1’ ‘touch-PRES.IMP-COMP’ 

While nasalization can occur anywhere in a word, it is also the case that it does not always spread across a 
morpheme break to a following /lV/.  Consider the following data. 
 86) a. /tik+moo+/ [ti’moo] <digamolöle> ‘descend-FUT-YNQ’ 

b. /tik+moo+/ [ti’moo] <digamolöla> ‘descend-FUT-COMP’ 
c. /tik+mo+/ [ti’mo] <digamalola> ‘descend-FUT.IMP-COMP’ 

The examples (86), in which both final affixes (YNQ and COMP) are sentence level clitics, show that 
nasalization does not always spread across morpheme boundaries.  The morpheme –le is a yes-no question 
marker and is never nasalized.  The morpheme –la marks a clausal complement and will adjust itself to the 
nasality of the preceding vowel or nasal consonant with an intervening vowel.  An as yet undeveloped 
theoretical explanation for the ambiguities and the apparent inconsistencies above would be to posit morphemes 
where //, or perhaps the morpheme, has a [-nas] specification and others where it may be unspecified.  They 
could alternatively be considered to carry a specification that would prohibit them from undergoing Rule (17) or 
Rule (18).  I leave this also undeveloped and the rules as stated even though to consider them obligatory is 
perhaps too strong. 

6. CONCLUSION 
To a native English speaker Edolo phonology, on its surface, looks fairly straightforward; only five vowels 

(oral, at least) and ten consonants, all of which exist in English (orthographically, at least).  A deeper than 
surface look, however, reveals many complexities.  In the course of language learning and analysis I have said 
to myself in despair many times, “It all makes sense.  To them.”  Nevertheless, it is certain that there is a logical 
system, and it is felt that the present orthography is a good reflection of it and a workable means of recording 
the Edolo language.  I wish to express my gratitude to Murray, posthumously, and Joan Rule, who laid an 
excellent foundation for the work that goes on today.  To God be the glory. 
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7. APPENDICES 

7.1 Appendix A- Distinctive features 
Table 9.--Distinctive features of Edolo consonant phones 

 p t k b d   f v s h m n 32 33 34  j35 w35 

syl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
cons + + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + - -
son - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + +
cor - + - - + - - - - + - - + + + + + + -
ant + + - + + - + + + + - + + + + - + + -
high - - + - - + - - - - - - - - - - - + +
low - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -
back - - + - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - +
atr - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
round - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
labl + - - + - - + + + - - + - - - - - - +
distr + + - + + - + - - + - + + - + - + - -
latl - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + - -
nasal - - - - - - - - - - - + + - - - + - -
cont - - - - - - + + + + + - - - - - - - -
delrel - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
tense - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
voice - - - + + + + - + - - + + + + + + + +
spr gl - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - -
con gl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
strid - - - - - - - + + + - - - - - - - - -

Distinctive feature abbreviations: 
atr advanced tongue root delrel delayed release rd round 
ant anterior distr distributed son sonorant 
bk back hi high spr gl spread glottis 
cons consonantal labl labial strid strident 
con gl constricted glottis latl lateral syl syllabic 
cont continuant lo low tense tense 
cor coronal nas nasal vc voice 

                                                            
32 This allophone is distinguished from // by the feature [distr] (distributed) as has been suggested as distinguishing fronting 

in alveolar stops (Durand 1990:50). 
33 Contrary to previous work by the author, but following Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979:242), the various allophones of 

// are here indicated as [+son] since the time of closure is considered not sufficient to “generate intra-oral pressure much 
greater than that of the surrounding air” (Durand 1990:42), and because they seem to fit into a natural class with the other 
sonorants. 

34 This allophone is distinguished from // by the feature [distributed] (in addition to [anterior]), as has been suggested as 
distinguishing retroflexion in alveolar stops (Durand 1990:50, 66). 

35 Classification of /j/ as +ant, +cor from Durand (1990:45).  Classification of /j/ /w/ as -cont from Durand (1990:52 bottom). 
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Table 10.--Distinctive features of Edolo vowel phones 

 i  e  o u   e  o u 

syl + + + + + + + + + + + + 
cons - - - - - - - - - - - - 
son + + + + + + + + + + + + 
cor - - - - - - - - - - - - 
ant - - - - - - - - - - - - 
high + - - - - + + - - - - + 
low - - - + - - - - - + - - 
back - - - + + + - - - + + + 
atr + - + - + + + - + - + + 
round - - - - + + - - - - + + 
labl - - - - + + - - - - + + 
distr - - - - - - - - - - - - 
latl - - - - - - - - - - - - 
nasal - - - - - - + + + + + + 
cont + + + + + + + + + + + + 
delrel - - - - - - - - - - - - 
tense + - + - + + + - + - + + 
voice + + + + + + + + + + + + 
spr gl - - - - - - - - - - - - 
con gl - - - - - - - - - - - - 
strid - - - - - - - - - - - - 

See list following Table 9 for explanation of abbreviations of distinctive features. 
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7.2 Appendix B- CV and VC co-occurrence tables 
 The numbers given in Table 11 and Table 12 are the number of words in the root lexicon containing the 

given sequence, based on 1,490 entries.  Homophones have been counted only once, and a sequence occurring 
more than once per word is not accounted for. 

Table 11.--CV sequences in Edolo root words (orthographic) 

 i u e o a ï ü ë ö ä 
b 42 41 60 61 97 3 2 11 6 13 
d 70 49 35 92 103 7 3 14 9 29 
g 109 56 68 99 146 9 10 20 19 41 
m 43 34 44 58 66  1 2 1 7 
n 18 15 20 17 29    1 4 
l 61 37 69 92 78 45 4 36 36 49 
f 23 28 22 32 33 5 6 14 2 15 
s 74 32 38 52 63 6 7 13 22 11 
h 11 9 21 21 50 5 4 17 6 9 
y 1 1 3 10 25    3 4 
w 13  6 3 46 4    8 

 
  

Table 12.--VC sequences in Edolo root words (orthographic) 

 b d g m n36 l f s h y w 
i 29 55 58 22 2 51 13 40 8 9 3 
u 22 34 44 22 2 68 14 26 3  5 
e 21 38 28 20  77 9 35 2 1 2 
o 48 40 73 30 1 89 13 22 4  3 
a 101 76 81 48 2 168 30 46 26 4 19 
ï 3 3 7 5  8 1 6  3  
ü 1 2 7 2  5 3  1  2 
ë 2 9 18 2  14 3 12 3 1  
ö 6 10 17 2  10 8 2 2   
ä 12 16 26 4  19 9 8 6 4 8 

                                                            
36 All /Vn/ sequences are in borrowed words. 
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7.3 Appendix C- Rule summary 
Summary of phonological rules 

Rule (1).  /w/ Fricativization (Fric): (Weak tendency) (see § 2.1.3.1) 
Rule (2).  Stop voicing (Voic): (Tendency)  (see § 2.1.3.2) 
Rule (3).  Word-initial /l/ (WI/l/): (Obligatory)  (see § 2.1.3.3) 
Rule (8).  s/h Alternation (s/h Alt): (Obligatory)  (see § 3.1) 
Rule (18).  Nasal consonant spreading (NCSpr): (Obligatory)  (see § 5) 
Rule (17).  Nasal vowel spreading (NVSpr): (Obligatory) (see § 5) 
Rule (4).  Regressive /l/ nasalization (/l/Nas): (Obligatory)  (see § 2.1.3.3) 
Rule (5). /l/ Fronting (/l/Front): (Tendency)  (see § 2.1.3.3) 
Rule (6). /l/ Retroflexion (/l/Retr): (Tendency) (see § 2.1.3.3) 
Rule (11).  Front vowel deletion (FVDel): (Obligatory)  (see § 3.2) 
Rule (7).  Mid front vowel fortition ( MFVFort): (Obligatory)  (see § 2.1.3.4) 
Rule (13) Low Vowel Raising (LVR): (Obligatory) (see § 3.4) 
Rule (12).  /i/ Gemination (/i/ Gem): (Obligatory)  (see § 3.3) 
Rule (14).  Vowel harmony, Comitative (VHCo): (Obligatory) (see § 3.5) 
Rule (15).  Vowel harmony, Intentive (VHIn): (Obligatory) (see § 3.5) 
Rule (16).  Reduplication (Dup): (see § 3.6) 

Rule orderings 

The crucial rule orderings (indicated by bracketing to left above) are as follows: 

Rule (8) before Rule (17) 

Rule (17) before Rule (4) 

Rule (8) before Rule (18) 

Rule (18) before Rule (4) 

Rule (18) before Rule (17)  

Rule (13) after Rule (11) 

Rule (11) before Rule (7) 
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